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Ellsworth. Maine
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SALE.

ONE COTTAGE

ONE RESIDENCE

AT

IN

train

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

to brake beams and
running gear. That it did not throw the
train into the ditch is considered remarkable.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

Lost—Eye-glasses.

Mrs. X. C. King’s talk on “Old China
and Old Days” last Wednesday was most
instructive and interesting. The ladies of
the March committee of the Congregational church,who gave the entertainment,
served refreshments, after the talk, in the
church parlors.

8 H Mayo—Maxwell automobile.
New England Tel and Tel Co.
In bankruptcy- Levi T Davis
In bankruptcy—Oscar B Googins.
Ktove for sale.
Osgood’s Studio—Removal.
Luchini’a Fruit Store—Soda fountain.
A M Connick— Faster opening.
V M Carter— Engine, cream separator, etc.
W K Parker Clothing Co.
Htanwood —Photographer.
Staples Piano & Music Co.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Bur rill Nat’I Bank.
Union Trust <
RC Haines—Undertaking and furniture.
Bangor. Me:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

There was a large attendance of road
commissioners and selectmen at the county road meeting at the court-house in Ellsworth last .Saturday afternoon.
All the
neighboring tow ns were represented. The
talk by State Highway Commissioner Sargent was interest' ig and instructive, and
many practical ideas in road building
were brought out in the discussion.
Mrs. Edmund E. Joy died early Thurs-

day morning, after a painful illness of
several weeks. Mrs. Joy was a native of
Surry, her maiden name being Mary
Smith. Most of her life had been spent in

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH

In

POSTOFFICE.

effect Oct. 6, lift#

Ellsworth. Mrs. Joy was fifty-one years
of a^e. She leaves a husband.
Funeral
services were held at the home Saturday
forenoon, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating.
There will be a special religious service

MAILS RECEIVED.

BAR HARBOR.

From West—7.13
Fhom East—11.07

ELLSWORTH.

a nr.

and 8.G8 p m.
12.06, 5 55 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

ra.

FOSTOFFICE.

at the Qamgregational church at 4 p. m.
next Sunday under the auspices of the

Going West—10.15.11.30 a ro; 5 30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

ONE FARM

over

afitirri«m'rut

boulder, which did

the

passed
considerable
damage

Knights Templar. The address will be by
Rev.^J. B. Hingeley, D. D., LL. D., of
Chicffeo, a thirty-third degree Mason.
oxtendlng from Union River bay
The choir will sing Clare’s “Why Seek Ye
on Fourth Street,
to Morgan's bay. wi:h buildings at
Henry Whiting left yesterday for Boston the Living Among the Dead?” and Trowfor a short visit.
bridge’s “’Tis night! A Sabbath Calm is
ELLSWORTH.
NEWBURY NECK.
Brooding Now”. The public is cordially
There will be a dance in Society hall toinvited.
morrow' evening.
An evening of parlor vaudeville will be
A telephone has been installed in H. B.
given Friday evening, April 16, at the
C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Phillips' market.
home of Mrs. Frank M. Gay nor, on Main
Ellsw orth, Maine.
1 All the schools of the city will open street, for the benefit of the Village imFirst National Bank Building.
next Monday, April 12.
provement society. There will be two
performances, the first beginning at 8
Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft, was o’clock.
Refreshments will be served.
in Ellsworth yesterday.
The committee of arrangements is comThe Thursday club will meet this week
of Mrs. George R. Cunningham,
O. W. TAPLEY,
posed
with Mru. L. L. Larrabee.
| Mrs. W. H. Dresses, Mrs. 0, E. Davis,
Mrs. Charles H. Emery, who has spent Mrs. L. F. Giles. Mrs. F. M. Gaynor, and
Inturano* and
in
is
winter
at
home.
the
Miss Annie F. Mullan.
Boston,
Real Eatata.
There was a good-sized audience at the
Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin went to New
York last week with Capt. Bellatty.
Ellsworth, Maine.
Congregational chapel last Friday evenClarence H. Tapley and Fred L. Mason, ing, when Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale
college, lectured on “Socialism; its Cause
jr., returned yesterday,to Hebron academy. and
Effect”. The lecture*was a eomprelJr. H. L. D. Woodruff has been seriously
•»
Ellsworth. Surry, Lamoine, Hancock, ill the
i henaive and lncid statement of the socialI’toporties
QIITTflN
past week, but is now much better. ist
the various tenets and
I
I
movement,
wU
H.
till, Sorrento, liar Harbor, Northeast Harbor. South- Miss May White left Monday fora visit arguments for and
against. He defended
west
Harbor.
Also
other
on the Coast. of several weeks with her brother in Bos- some socialistic ideas which he thought
ESTATE
Properties
REAL
ton.
had been nnjnstly assailed, and closed by
of
the
National
Lands.
Co-operative Realty Company.
Timber
Representative
A new casmer s aesK a»a a casn-carrier
pointing oat the impossibility of an ultiAlso Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
system have been installed in Whiting mate realization of social conditions
which the socialists predict. A more
Bros.’ store.
Office at Residence, Barry Road, RlUworth, Maine.

ONE STORE

/

I

Mrs. Michael Brady and daughter Miss
have gone to Boston for a visit of
several weeks.
Fred W. Joy came home from New
York to attend the funeral of hi6 sister-

Agnes

in-law, Mrs. E. E. Joy.
Work has begun on a bungalow to be
built by Miss J. A. Thompson at the corner
of School and Park streets.
Howard H. Hooper, who has been working in the woods near Jackman the past
winter, arrived borne Monday.
Mrs. Victor H. Shaffer, of Cincinnati,
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. L. M.
Moore, a few days the past week.

On April 3, 1 *00. the First National Hank, now Union
Trust Company, moved into its new quarters, the
First National Hank Huilding. on the corner of Main
and State Streets. The following figures taken from our
1 moks show our remarkable growth during the past ten
years:
DEPOSITS
A,rc
**

“

;4X)

1901
]0O0

-------

“

"

“

390,672.7!*

------

f>27,60566

y

573,798.31

1903
1904

“

One of the handsomest soda fountains
in the citv has jusi been installed in the
Luchini fruit store on Main street.
Mrs. William Watts, who has been visiting her daughter. Mrs. A. W. Austin,
has returned to her home in Bangor.

stis.an.Ti
.180,871.45

iiet

------

641,814.12

Announcement

700,527.76

1905

1906

....

1908

865,080.74

w

1,221,612.48

-

-

“1909-1,320,686.18
155 new accounts opened since January 1, 1900.
4441 Individuals, ( orporations and Firms doing business with this
bank. YOU are

cordially invited

made of the

1
*

ft

to open an account with us.

urday.

UNION TRUST CO.,
ELLSWORTp,

.....

MAINE

The remains of the infant daughter of
John Maroney and wife, of West Roxbury. Mass., were brought here last Thurs-

day

for interment.

Mrs.

Maroney

was

formerly Miss Alice Nevell, of this city.
The next meeting of the Unitarian
woman’s alliance will be held at the home
of Miss Arvilla Thomas on Pleasant street
Subject:
Monday afternoon, April 12.

“Glimpses

from

Literature of

American

Cities.’’
The ladies of the Main street division or
the Village improvement society are requested to meet with Mrs. A. B. Black tomorrow

is

A full attendance

afternoon at 3.

desired,

as

important business will be

discussed.
Invitations have been issued for the
wedding of Miss Grace C. King, daughter
of Justice and Mrs. Arno W. King, to
GlenD Allan Lawrence, which will take

Wednesday evening, April 21, at the
place
First Congregational cnurch.
An important meeting of the Dirigo

athletic club will be held this evening at
7.30, at the old Forester’s hall over Moore’s
drug store. The selection of permanent

Model A—Maxwell Junior— IO horeo-power, Price *500.

THE MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE
PERFECTLY

SIMPLE

The Maxwell is the ideal
roads.

priced

Of

car

PERFECT

SIMPLY

for rough, sandy or hilly
the best moderate-

proved reliability, and

car on

the market to-day.

S.
Southwest

—

He

MAYO,

Agent for Hancock County.
Harbor,
-_"_Matne

The Staples

Piano & Music Co.

also have a very interesting SEWING MACHINE
DEMONSTRATION by an expert from Boston who
does anything done by hand with a needle ftn the

Rotary

Machine.

NEEDLES for all makes of machines, aud the world-famous
STAINLESS OIL, on sale if you need them. Come in and hear
ALL ARE WELCOME.
the VICTOR PHONOGRAPH.

STAPLES
main street,

meeting.
quarters will be taken up at this
Every member is expected to be present.
LL.
D.
1).,
D., of
Rev. J. P. D. John,
Philadelphia, will preach at the Congregational church Easter Sunday morning.
The singing will include the anthems
“King of Kings” by Simper, and Greene’s
“Why Seek Ye tiie Living among the
Dead?”

hose company is arranging for its
fourteenth annual entertainment and ball
which will take place at Hancock hall
Easter Monday
night. The entertainment will consist of moving pictures, and

City

music by Monaghan’s orchestra, which
will furnish music for the ball.
An opening has been cdt through between tne Morang and the former uallert
stores so that now the four buildings are
connected. Several of the departments
have been rearranged, making a better
display of goods possible and at the same
time conserving the convenience of cus-

tomers.

lamp used in heating in a small office
room in the County
Supply Co.’s store
exploded shortly after noon last Friday,
and started a small blaze. Prompt and
effective work by men near at hand preAn alarm was
vented a serious tire.
turned in, but countermanded before the
hose companies left the house. The damA

cordially invites the people who have spare time to use
its store as a waiting-room during the East Maine
conference. We will entertain you with music and

Standard

2,

PIANO & MUSIC CO.,

age is slight.
At a meeting in Trenton last Friday
evening, it was decided to organize a
grange. The meeting was well attended.
After an address by Milton Beckwith,
there was general discussion on the subof forming a grange. Fifteen names
were presented as charter members the
Another meeting will be
same evening.

ject

held

soon.

from
Washington
The night train
county Monday was delayed over an hoar
near
Ayer junction. What
by an accident
appears like a deliberate attempt to wreck

tne train by placing
ellsworth, me. track, was the cause

a

of

boulaer

on

thq delay.

the

The

I will develop and print
the same for oOc. each.

school was referred to the superintendent.
E. C. Higgins, who was elected assistant
at the high school in place of John A

Scott. having accepted a position as prinW elsewhere, declined to come. The superintendent was empowered to fill the
| vacancy at the high school. It is probable
I that A.* W. Stetson, of Brownville, a Colby
:

graduate,

will be

KISS DAY

CAUGHT.

at Haines9

-1

;

Ellsworth
Thursday Night.
believed to have been
Chinaman,
smuggled into this country by way ol

Taken

into
Station

Custody

at

Stan wood

A

Next

taken from the late
west-bound train at Ellsworth station
last Thurday night. The arrest was made
by City Marshal Fuller and Night Officei
Druinmey in response to a telephone
message from U. S. Inspector of Immigration Herbert C. Gillis, of Calais.
When the officers boarded the train at
Ellsworth they found the Chinaman in
the smoking car, and took him into custody. A young man in the other end ol
the oar exhibited sudden signs of interest
in the Chinaman, and followed the officers
with their man from the train. He represented himself as an inspector of immigration himself, with the Chinaman in
his custody, and exhibited a badge. The
officers had instructions to hold the
Chinaman at any cost, however, and refused to be bluffed by the loud-talking

Stephen,

St.

was

It

is

uun

uciicttu

SODA

luni

tuc

Studio,

Main

Street,

has

Yes. indeed, they are time and money
savers, lhe OKAY GASOLINE engine has many points of superiority,
all and let me point them out.

Ellsworth

just been installed at

Cream Separators

LUCHINI’S FRUIT STORE.

Tneie are many kinds
but the SHAKHi ES
the oue I recommend.

The choicest and freshest of fruit Is
what 1 serve my customers.
That's
why I have so many, and such good
customers.

*uou

Farm

_

Giles Block,

MAINE.

An Engine on the Farm

FOUNTAIN
in

smuggling

a

Saturday.

The Handsomest

himself as ao inspector wras one
Chinagang engaged in
into the country, and his arrest
men
would have been the bigger capture of the
two. He was allowed to continue on his
way to Bangor, however, but the officers
have a good description of him.
The Chinaman was lodged in the connty
jail over night, and in the morning Inspector Gillis came up on the 11.07 train,
where he was met by the officers with the
Chinaman, and took him through to BanThe Chinaman could not speak Enggor
lish. and there was no examination here.
turned over to
At Bangor he was
Chinese Inspector Lewis and lodged at
police headouarters, and later will be
taken to the United States Chinese detention station at Richford, \Tt., w here final
disposition of his case w ill be made.
Although the immigration inspectors
did not say much about the n an who was
accompanying the Chinaman Friday and
passed himself off as an inspector, it is believed that be was in the plot to get the
into
this
Chinaman
Foxy
country.
schemes are practiced nowadays to get the
Chinamen into this country, and this effort
A man who
was probably one of them.
successfully smuggles a Chinaman into
t his country usually gets anywhere from
$300 to $*500 for his trouble and the risk he
of

u*

El L_L_S WORTH,

“inspector”.
sentiug

i

Orders tilled at once.
Send for price-list for
other "sizes.

engaged.

SMUGGLED CHINAMAN

ort b.

Mrs. James Hamilton, accompanied by
her son, George IJ. Hamilton, left Ellsworth Friday to make her home with her
son in East Boston.
The Oak-Lincoln-Park street branch of
the Village improvement society will hold
a cooked food sale at the office of Miss
Alice Scott next Saturday afternoon a
2.30.
C. S. Hamilton and wife, of North
Brooklin, who were called here by the recent death of Mr. Hamilton's brother,
James Hamilton, returned home last Sat-

—Brownie Films—

_

engagement of Miss Gertrude M. Smith
to Edward F. Robinson, jr., both of Ells-

958,899.78

1907

been

has

COMING EVENTS.

ELIA'WORTH.
Pfof. Hitching* Will be at North !
Wednesday, April 7, 7.46, at Hancock
Ellsworth Saturday, April 24.
hall —Lecture by Dr. John.
Tickets, 50
The Farmers’ club, of North Ellsworth, j cents.
has arranged with Prof. E. F. Hitchiogs.
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12—
entomologist of the Maine department of
second annual session of East Maine
agriculture, to give a practical talk and Sixty
Methodist
conference, at Ellsworth.
demonstration at North Ellsworth on Sat24.
Monday evening, April 12, at Hancock
urday, April
Two sessions will be held, one at 10 a. m., ball Entertainment and ball of city hose
and the other in the afternoon, at Agri- company.
cultural hall. A part of both sessions will
Friday evening, April 16, at home of
be given over to practical demonstrations Mrs. F. M
Gaynor Parlor vaudeville, unin nearby orchards, and f*rof. Hitchings der
auspice* of the Village improvement
will instruct orchardists “how to make
society. Tickets, 26 cents.
the old apple-tree profitable”. Grubbing,
or enlightening treatment
pruning, fertilizing and culti\ating will
comprehensive
Success is full of promise till men get iU
of tne subject would be impossible. Prof. be discussed in all their phases.
It being impossible to estimate the num- and then it i9 last j'ear’s nest from which
Emery is spending the Easter recess with
his parents, Chief-Justice L. A. Emery and ber who will attend, it is proposed to have the bird has flown.—H. \V. Beecher.
wife. A candy sale followed the lecture. a picnic lunch, wbfob will be served in
The regular meeting of the school board Agricultural ball. Coffee will be served
sT&brruittiunt?
by the ladies of the club. Those w’bo
was held last evening, the full board being
come with teams will bring feed for their
present. The resignation of Miss Mary E. horses.
Davis as teacher at the Ellsworth Falls
school was received, and accepted. Miss
He is a wise man who does not grieve
Davis resigns to accept a position at Franklin. Miss Mary E. Jordan, who has been for the things which he has not, but refor those which he has. Fpictetut.
Send me your Brownie
No.
joices
7
school
the
two
terms,
teaching
past
was transferred to the Falls school to fill
and
films, No. 1 and
the vacancy. The vacancy in the No. 7
aaurniwinm*.

SUf

MORE THAN A MILLION IN TEN YEARS

TO TALK ORCHARDING.

the market.
TUliOLAIi is
I deal tu

on

Implements

Ellsworth.

of all kinds.
If I haven’t what you
want. I can get it for you.
DON’T

FORGET

MY

A

of

few

sales of machinery
water
in the recent lire.

special

slightly damaged by

Easter Opening

I am agent for the
MACHINE.

Millinery

V.

TO-MORROW,

MAIN ST.

'NEW HOME” sewing

IV1. CARTER,
(underfills.shoe factory), Ellsworth.

April 8.

Wants of Women-*

A. M.

Connick,

JOY BUILDING,
-10 Main Street,
Ellsworth.

We give particular attention
t o the business wants o f
women ; also to the needs of
children, and of others with
whom business is not a daily

Easter Flowers
ORDER EARLY

I

habit.
JIake our ladies’

Ellsworth Greenhouse

runs.

1

rest-

your headquarters
when in town.

;

\

Testing Automobile Law.

soon

Removal Notice!
is now located at No. 2 Franklin St.,
Manning Block.

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE.

Fine Photographic Work of Ail Kinds.
Removal Notice!

BUTTONS MAOE TO ORDER.
Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
also machine-made, plain and hardrlrameu, from one’s own cloth. Made
at the dressmaking rooms of

arrived.

soon as

Jellison

a warrant and placed
Jellison
him under arrest. Mr. Mayo was arraigned in the municipal court, where h€
entered a plea of not guilty, and was sentenced to pay a fine of $5 and costs, front:
which he appealed to the supreme court tf
It is probbe held in Ellsworth April 13.
able that the case will be taken to the law
court.
Mr. Mayo was arrested again for violat
ing the automobile ordinance in driving
over the Eagle Lake road on bis return t<
Southwest Harbor.

Burrill Nat'l Bank,

Osgood's studio

Mr. Mayo finished his ainnei
interviewed him, and Mr.
Mayo admitted that he drov^ into town
over the Eagle Lake road, w hereupon Mr.
As
Mr.

|
[

room

Telephone 43.

S. H. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, agent
for the Maxwell automobile, is to put the
Bar Harbor automobile law to the test ol
the courts.
At noon Monday Mr. Mayo drove into
Bar Harbor from Southwest Harbor, coming over the old Eagle Lake road which is
forbidden ground for automobiles. He
drove at once to the New Florence hotel,
and left his machine in the street w hile he
went inside for dinner.
Quite a crowd
gathered about the machine to talk the
of
Police Jellison
and
Chief
thing over,

j

ALICE

procured

M.

i

ELLSWORTH.

at Law

gives notice that he has removed his
Law

HOOPER,

7 and 8 NANNING BLOCK.

Latest

j GEORGE B. STUART, Attorney
j

from Giles
the Burrill

othces

Tooms

over

block to
National

Bank, Maiu street, Ellsworth, Maine,
Telephone: 68-2.

Styles in Wall Paper. &S-KS:

Some last* year’s stock at half-price. A few bundles containing from three to five rolls, with border, very cheap. You
can get suited here. Prices on new
J

goods

from

10cv

double roll to

<uc.

M

A

,

THOMPSON,
N

street

CHRISTIAN
^Prayr

ENDEAVOR.

Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning April 11, 1909.

El>ITKl»

By REV. 8. T7. POV1.R
Topic.—Risen with Christ —Col lit. 1-4.
toaster meeting.
In the preee<tin£ chapter of this book
Hhe apostle points out the facta that
ftho Christian died with Christ <verse
was burled with Him (verse lit
hud also rose with Him (verse 11*.
-Burled with Him In baptism, wherein
■lao ye are risen with Him through
•he faith of the -operation i'f God,
from the dead."
pvhleh hath raised Him
Bn the beginning of the f urtb • hapter
Be speaks of the practical side of our
relation to Christ, especially as having
been raised from the dead with Him.
-If risen with Christ, what then?" he
■eems to ask and then answers his
•wn

If Motto:

The purposes of this column ere succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it le for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being f<>r tbe common good. U Is f#r the com
men use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe Interchange of Ideas. In thle capacity It aollcll*

I’ve been
But time

........

Bermuda
Bohemia
Brazil
British Guiana.

Bulgaria
Burma

Canada
Caroline

8,669

islands
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica.
Crete
Cuba
Denmark
Dutch Guiana..
..

Egypt
Ellice islands...

4

7
391
6
10
4
44
2
1
17
9

England .11.550
1
FIJI Islands.
Finland
Formosa
France

.......

Germany
Gibraltar
Gilbert islands..
Greece
Grenada, West
Indies
Guatemala
Haiti
Hawaiian Islands
Holland

Hungary
Iceland

31
1
141
400
S
4

4
2
3
1
54
1
23
1

Italy
Jamaica,

quickly away,

are

reckoning

counted

sums

up

as

our

Very good, Esther, and thanks to yon
your poetic response, Elma also
answers to her name as the following welfor

will prove to you:
Dear Aunt Madge:
Yes, 1 have changed my name, bat only part

come

letter

of it. I am still Elma, you know. The roll-call
is fine, and it is so interesting to watch from
week to week and wonder whose will be the
next letter to appear.
How are the house plants looking this
spring? Ours are looking fine, and we have
some seeds started for the garden. There is
nearly a foot of anow on the ground and more
falling, so it doesn’t look much like planting
seeds out of doors. ®
I wish we Could have some of those Pasadena hollyhocks here in Maine now, but I am
afraid they would look rather discouraged before they had been here long.
Ob. Aunt Madge, 1 must tell you that 1 had
some of that fruit from the sunny South this
winter. I received an eighty pound box of
fruit from my brother in Florida. The box
was full of oranges, grape fruit and tangerines. I tell you they were a genuine treat.
1 will try and not be silent again so long,
but when 1 start to write it seems as though
whatever 1 think of some other sister has said
before, so I give up in despair.
Elma.

South Bluehill.
MARIAVILLE, Ml.

Mariaville grange met Saturday, March
27, with thirty-eight member* and two
1 visitors
present. One candidate was instructed in the third snd fourth degrees.

Hatter.

i

gold rtafsuffering

harvest

supper

program.

“See the maby merry children
Playing in the garden fair.

was

j
|

j

Dance away the

an

Sc hoodie grange held its regular meeta very good attendance.
There were visitors from Greenwood
The third and
grange. East brook.
fourth degrees were worked on one candidate. On account of bad weather and
much illness, this is the first meeting we
have had since Feb. 7. The next meeting
will be April 16.

nny honra.*’

mbmobial aaaoLimoMS.

“Tears that touch the heavenly blossoms.
Spoil the flowers where’er they fall;
So as long as she is weeping
1 must stand and catch them all."

Whereat, The Divine Master, in His infinite
wi»dom, has seen fit to remove from oar midst
Sister Nellie Clark; therefore be it
Retoleed, That in the death of Sister Clark,
Sc hoodie grange has lost s true and faithful

“Wait no longer,” cried the dreamer;
“Run and play, sweet child of mine;
Rever more shall tears of sorrow
Spoil your happiness divine."

member.
Ret lred. That while we bow oar heads in
humble submission, we realise how inadequate words of ours may be to soothe the
broken-hearted, yet we would, as a body, express our sincere sympathy to the bereaved
family in their great sorrow, and commend
them to Him who doeth all things well.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family and spread upon our
records, a copy to the papers for publication,
and our charter be draped for thirty days.
Lola Dybb,
Bbbtha Wilbur,
Lucy Butlxr.
Committee.

Like

a bird released from bondage
Sped the happy maid away,
And the dreamer woke, her courage
Strengthened for each lonely day.
Ksthkk.

This poem closes the column for this
time. The F. and Q. members come next.
Miss Emery Wins Plano.
The contest (or the Cote piano, which
has been in progress at the W. K. Parker
Clothing Co.’s store since last August,
closed
last Thursday
afternoon at 6
o’clock. At that hour all ballots turned
in were sealed and deposited in the Burrill bank vaults until 10 o’clock Friday
morning, when the official count was

A. G. H. B
At 10 o’clock those selected to make the
Dear Aunt Madge and Mutuale:
count, with a number of interested specIt will be a long time before the 8’s are
tators, assembled at the store to see the
called, and as I have not written anything for
•close of the contest.
W. A. Alexander,
the column for a long time, I will “say my
little piece” now, and try to be ready, when manager of the store, after a few words
telling bow the contest had been conmy turn comes, with something.
As I was looking over some last year ducted, turned the coupons over to J
A.
_

Cunningham, A. F. Stock bridge and J. H.
Breanahan, who made the official count.
|
The result was aonounced as follows by
Mr. Alexander, who awarded the piano to
the winner:
Miss Annie Emery. 2,046.10

Bayside

grange.

Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
Pamola grange, Hancock.
Arbutus grange, Surry.
Mariaville grange.
Nicolin grange.
Methodist church, Franklin.

they

need not

letters

are

write

again until ail the

heard from.

cut
THE LEGEND OF THE PITCHER OF TEARS.

Ihe Christian Endeavor monogram in
Dative characters on the stems of certain cocoannt trees, whose fruit they
thus dedicated to the Lord. And those
that had no fruit trees dedicated each
a hen. with her eggs and chickens. In
another society In India. In famine
tlme>. each member set aside a handful of grain from her daily allowance
that It might be sold to support a child
to Africa.

a stricken mother,
To her loss unreconciled.
bitter
tears complaining:
Wept tot,
“Cruel death has stolen my child."

Many days

But one night as she was sleeping,
To her soul there came a vision,
And she saw her little daughter
In the blessed fields elysian.

friends who bad

“Why

it

cleauses

Jt-eta.

iS

Orangsa,doa
Crmoberrie*. qt

a

college education,”

133.95

MOUNTAIN VIEW. 484, WEST EDEN.
Mountain Veiw’ grange held its regular
meeting with fifty- three patrons present.
After business, the first degree was con-

JJ

firm*slated,
Yellow, c
Powdered,

supper

was

served.

0Sa.SK

Oil-per•*7‘

o7#lt

Linseed,
Kerosene

qn

(2

JO
AS
PeftoUea.
■setaand

Prevision.
Park,*,
Chop,
Ham, per
OsilO Shoulder.
la
Beooa.
(all
Yosts
Lard.
lug.>9

Brat,*:
swat,

Mglt
I0*»

Bonn*

Ceres*.
Tosgoas.

Teal:

Joaak,
Boon.

Lamb

a

n,,,

l5* J
iSjJ
iJ,
inn

it?*

Limb,
15*58
u
Toagaaa, aaeb
grseb Bleb.
OS Clam*, qi
*
llad lock,
00 scallop, qt
M
Hallhei.
lt«U or .ter., qi
H
U
B
Smelt*.
Pmundera, dor
*
Blear, Hrsla aad Beed.
tun
Oats, bu
Blear—per bbl—
0 75 g? so Shorts—twe—
110 Mlg.food.u.« 1 V.I0>
Cora, 100*bag
190 MkMilags,bsg> :«.i«
Oorsmeat,bag
Cracked roes.
] 50

Cod,

~

BMABDIIO WHORTI AMD VEi.irRU.
bushel of Liverpool sell shall wrtgb f»
pounds, sad a bushel of Turk's Island uli *hai)
weigh 7C pounds.
Tbs atasdard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order aad <U tor ehlpplng, U eu pound*,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beasals
good order and St for shipping, l**o pound*;
or wheat, beets, rutabaga turnips so t
pounds; of corn, as pounds; of onion* i;
of carrots, MngPsh turnip-. r\c and
pounds;
Indian meal, 90 pounds; uf parsnip*. »* pound*,
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounts; ..fust*
32 pounds, or even measure a- nv agr
LAW
A

Ple-Flant Juice for Rust Stains.
“You can remove rust stains from a
white drees completely by soaking the
drees in pie-plant juice, secured by boiling
the pie-plant in a quantity of water,” says
K'oman Homo Companion. “It make#
the drees pink at first, hut this comes oat
at the first washing, and the stain* will be
effectually removed.**

Atomitnnnuu

I-dr Children

CoHipiaidts
such

as con*

stlpatlon, lack

of appetite, list'
lessness. Irritable tem o^r,
feveri'hr.crs. foul breath
and worms, give

RAINBOW', 203, NORTH BROOKSV1LLE.
Rainbow* grange met in regular session.
After work the fiual degrees were conferred on two.
Phebe Durgain acted as j
recess

_

ttolaaosa—par gal
Havana,

NIOOLIS, 389, SOUTH ELLSWORTH.
Kicolin grange held its ngular meeting
April 3, with a small attendance owing to
much ilineee among the member*. In tbe
absence of tbe master, Worthy Overseer
Two applications reCamber presided.
were balloted on and ac- :
ceived
oepted. After business tbe lecturer pi¥- i
sen ted a abort program.
Tbe question, ;
“How do tbe schools of to-day compare j
with those twenty-five years ago?” was
carried Aver to tbe next meeting for further discussion._

At

ia

ooara-parA
Bee. per a
Bio,
.MBAS Vinegar, sal
ictu
M Cracked Wheal,
Korea,
*2
» Oatmeal, per 1
Java,
J
To*—per A—
Buckwheat, pkg
m
lapse,
tS#JS tiralwm,
JO# 06 By. meal.
Ooloag,
Oraaalated meshkoju
Surer-par*-

There wen fifty-four patron* end tour
Tieitor* bom neighboring grange* preeent1
at the meeting Friday evening. The laat
j
two degreee wen conferred on two candidates. The lectnnr presented the following program: Quotation* from the work*
of WlUUm Cullen Bryant, by the memben; eesay on tbe life of Bryant, B. E.
Varnom; reading, "Thanatopeis,” Una L.
Bridge*; reading, "To a Waterfowl,” j
Lowena Wardwell; reading, "Oar Coontry," Lila F. Dunbar; reading, "Death of I
tbe Flowers,” Bernice M. Varuum; paper,
"A Review of Bryant’* Meet Popular
Poems,” Lime Staple*.
Tbe program wee enjoyed by all, and
waa inatructive.
Tbe lectunr announced
tbe prognm for tbe next meeting, and
tbe topic for diacuseion, “What particular line of work that tbe bouaewife i« now
doing can be eliminated without detriment to tbe bealtb and comfort of tbe
It will be opened by Lizzie
famUy?”
Staples, followed by tbe member*. Tbe
first and second degrees will probably be
conferred at tbe next meeting.

organist.

...

UrawrlM,

will be

discussed._

Bran.
tSaSO Lemon,dot
16s J

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

Equally good for adults.

In

use

68 years.

35c., 50c.. Jt.00— *1 all dealer's

I

or
on

on

arrival

Tuesdays,

Fridays and Saturdays, for North itaven,
| Stonington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast
and Bar Harbor.
j Harbor, Seal Harbor
will

leave Bar Harbor
Returning, steamer
at 10 a. m. on Mondays and Wednesdays
for Rockland, touching at above landings
and connecting at Rockland with steamer
for Boston: and at 1 p. m. on Fridays for
Rockland direct.
On the Bluehill division steamer will
leave Rockland at 5.30 a. m. on Tuesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays for Dark Harbor,

South Brooksville, Sargentville, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,
Brooklin, West Tremont,
South Bluehill and Bluehill. Returning,
Bteamer will leave Bluehill at 10 a. no.
on Mondays and Wednesdays for Rockland, touching at above landings and
connecting at Rockland with steamer for
Boston; and at 1 p. m. on Fridays for
Rockland direct.
Service between Rockland and Dirigo,

Mr. F. G. Fritts. Oneonta, N. Y., writes:
My little girl was greatly benefitted by takFoley’s Orino Laxative, and I think it is
best remedy for
constipation and liver
.oubie.” Foley’s Orino Laxative is best for
.vomeu and children, as it is mild,
pleasant
.nd effective, aud is a splendid
spring medias

than to have

216.15

Vegetable..
50 Onions, a
,.
<M Par nlp..|]l
OS Carrot., tr,
7
IS C.bhaer, it
Lettuce, heed
80 Squaeh, It,
aplnarh.pt
it Celery, hunch l
Tomatoes, lb
'•«*
08
Kadlsbea. mack

Potatoee.pk
Turnip., A

!

sad and lonely, darling?”
she, stroking soft her hair,

the system and clears the

complexion. G. A. Pakchbk.

216.15

looue, pur ton..

her in the contest.

leave Rockland at 5.30 a m.,
j of steamers from Boston,

.ug
he

cine,

helped

|

4

jI

331.40

Fowl.
May
llu*t

18

?*•

Eastern Steamship Co.
spring schedule of the Eastern
Steamship Co. went into effect Monday.
On the Bangor division steamers leave
Boston at 5 o’clock p. m. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays for Rocklaud, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Wmterport, Hampden (on signal)
and Bangor.
Returning, steamers will
! leave Bangor at 11 a. in. on Mondays,
! Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
On the Mt. Desert division steamer will

so

Aak?d

394.05

!

^

..

The

All alone the child was standing.
And a heavy pitcher holding.
Swift the mother hastened to her.
Close around her arms enfolding.

Small but Zealous Society.
There la In the “way back” country
an the west coast of Australia a Christian Endeavor society of only two
members, both of them young men.
They are working and praying to establish Christian Endeavor In their
district. and they are Endeavorers of

759.40

S. S. Estey, who was present in the interest of Bayside grange, expressed himself as satisfied with the fair way in
which the contest had been conducted.
Miss Emery expressed her thanks to the
company awarding the piano, and to her

j

....

1,605.50

|

Chicken*.

naiert.*!J
;

478. SOUTH BROOKSVILLK.
Harborside grange met in regular seasion Wednesday, March 24, with about
thirty members present and visitors from
East Bluehill and Highland granges. Two
candidates were instructed io first and
second degrees. Wednesday, March 31,
there was work in third and fourth deA harvest
supper was served,
grees.
and there was an interesting program.
The grange is in a fairly prosperous conGOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
dition.
Good Will grange met April 3, with a
Harborside grange met Wednesday,
March 31, with thirty members present, small attendance. Games were played at
It was voted to postpone tbe
and visitors from Highland, Bain bow, recess.
East Biuebill and Massapaqua granges. meeting next Saturday and have a pie soTwo candidates were instructed in third ciable.
After a bountiful
and fourth degrees.
SEDGWICK, 244.
supper, the grange was placed in charge
Sedgwick grange held a regular meeting
of the lecturer, who furnished an enterApril 2, with forty-five members preeent.
tainment of readings, declsmations, conA box supper was provided by tbe sisters.
undrums and music. At the next meetTbe boxes were sold at auction, and
the
that
is
it
question, “Resolved,
ing
netted tbe grange f4.77.
After supper an
better for a young man to inherit flO.OOO
excellent program waa enjoyed.
HARBOR8IDB,

made.

269
147
12
1
29
1
S
M
1

FRANKLIN.

ing April 1, with

From the tender lipa a-quiver.
Fell the answer on her ears:
“On the earth my mother’s weeping.
And this pitcher holds her tears.

Melrose, Mass.
Yon might add a little tomato ketchup and
mustard to your mixture pudding, and call it
chopsuey.
I had the pleasure of attending Dr. Chapman's mother’s meeting in Tremont temple,
Boston, and such a crowd! I enjoyed the
meeting, crowd and all very much.

420,

►hit*.
rrtwh laid, per do*.
Poultry.

.ST.::-S

pmoaaoor, 310.

_

HCHOODIC,

“Look, they’re beckoning and calling;
Go and help them pluck the flourere,
Pat away the heavy pitcher;

For E. P. W., one who has read the column from the first, and who has furnished
some choice poems for it, 1 respond with
regret, “not here.” After several months
of illness she fell peacefully asleep April 1.
The poem entitled “Three Gates”, printed
a few weeks ago, was contributed by her,
and 1 have another in reserve for memorial
time. Many who read this column can
testify to her worth and mourn with me
the loss of a life-long cherished friend.

Americans, a day or two ago, for something
(which of course I didn't find), I came across
Japan.
Korea
one of Aunt Emma's letters in which she
says
Labrador
in regard to the liquor question: “I wish
Laos
that a could be judge a little while; I would
Lapland
give every one a jail sentence." It reminded
Loyalty islands
me of how many times I have wished I could
Madagascar
have the privilege of making the liquor laws
Madeira islands
and*also
of enforcing them. I would give the
Marshall
islands
21 rumseller five years at bard labor in the State
Mauritius
1
prison for the first offense, and ten years for
Mexico
133 the second offense. If that
was done, there
Newfoundland.
2
wouldn't be so much drunkeness in our land
New Hebrides..
1
as there is to-dhy, for the rumseller would
81
Norway
Palestine
5 soon get sick of the business, aud if nobody
sold rum nobody would drink it.
Panama
6
Persia
66
I agree with Irish Molly in what she says
Philippine Isin regard to showing our sympathy and love
lands
6 for our fellow-creatures
while they are liv4
Portugal
ing; if anyone has flowers with which to cover
Porto Rico.
7
or
casket
strew
over
my
my grave. I had
Russia
49
rather have them while I can know about it
Samoa
42
and can enjoy them, for what do I care what
Scotland
697
Siam
2 I becomes of this “senseless clay” after I leave
63
it?
Spain
Sweden
374
Many thanks to all who remembered me at
24 Christmas.
Switzerland
I know I am late in my acknowl19
Syria
edgments. but you know the old adage:
Tokelau islands
3
“better late than never.” Will Aunt Madge
Trinidad, West
kindly reprint the recipe for Mocha pie, as I
Indies
21
G2 haye lost the paper iu which it was?
Turkey
United States. .46,324
Love to the Mutuals one and all.
Sadie.
Wales
460
That is right, I hope none of the nieces
will wait for the alphabetical call or think
Total .71,064
...

1^’

Thursday, May 6—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange,

—

south and west.

West

Unique Practices.
The first Endeavorers in Ceylon

the right stamp.

a

On, on with the roll-call, and tiding* the beet
May we hear from each member—north, east,

850
339
15

Indies

Eaton*

CUSHMAN, 371, OOULDSBORO.
enjoyed. During
andother annoying
Cushman grange held its regular meetsymptoms, and 1 recess, games were played and songs sung.
can truly sav that The progrsm wss enjoyid by all, and in- ing March 31, with thirty-tive members
J.ydiaE.Pink'ham's cluded many witty recitations and read- and visitors from Lamoine grange present,
Vegetable Com ings. The question was ably discussed One application was laid before the meetpound has proved and the program waa announced for next ing. The program included music by orworth mountains
chestra; violin solo, Jason L. Tracy; song,
a pleasant evening.
of gold to me, as it meeting. All enjoyed
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening Mildred Coffin. Refreshments were served,
restored my health
and strength. 1 with a small attendance. There not beHIGHLAND, 361, NORTH PKNOB8COT.
never forget to tell ing much work, a fine program of songs,
Highland grange held its regular meetmy friends what recitations, resdings, conundrums, quotaLydiaEPinkham's tions and grange paper waa presented. It ing April 2. The worthy master being
v egeiame c ompound nas done ror me
the overseer. Hill Wilson, preis requested that all the members bring absent,
this
during
trying period. Complete
for an Eaater program for next sided. There were thirty-three members
restoration to health means so much something
During recess games and three visitors present. An acceptable
to me that for the sake of other suffer- Saturday evening.
program was presented by the lecturer
ing women I am willing to make my were plsyed. A tine time was enjoyed.
and the following question brought out
trouble public so you may publish
considerable discussion; “Which is better
this letter.”
Mrs. Char. Barclay.
SCHOODIC. 408, WINTER HARBOR.
for a farmer- to put bis money into maR.F. I).. tiraniteville. Vt.
Schoodic grange held its regular meetNo other medjcioe for woman’s ills
with every officer chinery or in the savings bankT” The
ing
Thursday
evening,
has received such wide-spread and unsentiment seemed to be in favor of baying
members present,
qualified endorsement. No other med- in place and aixty-two
machinery. Two applications for memicine we know of has such a record also visitors from Cushman, Lincoln, Milwere received.
of cures of female ills as has Lydia E. bridge and Bay View granges. Pour can- bership
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
diriates were instructed in the first degree.
GBUMWOOD, 383, KAirrBROOK.
For more than 80 yean It has been After the work a program of songs and
Greenwood
grange held its regular
curing female complaint! such as readings waa enjoyed.
inflammation, ulceration, local weakmeeting April 3, with thirty-six members
its
meetheld
regular
Schoodic
grange
nesses, fibroid turnon, irregularities,
and one visitor from Schoodic grange,
periodic pains, backache, indigestion ing Thursday, April 1. Members present, Franklin. The literary program for the
visitors
from
Lincoln,
Cushman,
and nervons prostration, ana it is fifty-six;
next meeting ia as follows: Music, Elsie
unequalled for carrying women safely and Bay View granges. A class of nine Jellison; reading, Dora
Kingman; conunthe
of
of
life.
Next
and
third
the
second
through
period
took
degrees.
change
It costs but little to try Lydia E. Thursday evening the fourth degree will drums, Fred DeMeyer; readings, Lyman
Wilbur and Clara Wilbur; song, Agnes
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and, be
conferred, and a harvest and anniver- and Barker French.
as Mn.Barclavsavs.it is “worth mounThere will be a good
served.
sary
supper
tains of
women.

Then with letters abundant let's show oor
contrition
And not burden oor future with “sins of
omission".

Inspiring

9
3
2
8
7
93
11
11
16

pinions

flies

reason.

DATES.

A

With Time’s just decree, in accent* most
solemn
!
Aunt Madge must concur when she makes up !
the “column”.

Our Goodly Fellowship.
On Feb. 2, 1881, there was in ail the
world only one Christian Endeavor society. Today we find more than 71.000
societies in practically every land on
Here Is the
the face of the earth.
*
list:

2,936

swift

nervousness

irom

measure.

Job xlx, 26, 27: Ps. xvK, 15; Dan.
xl], 2. 3; Matt, vli, 25-34: xxil. 81. 32;
Z.nke xiv, 1-14; Rom. vl, 1-11; I Cor.
xv, 12-20; I Pet. 1, 1-9; I John 111. 1, 2.

Australia

on

treasure
When Time in his

BIBLE READINGS.

Austria
Barbados
Belgium

—

one

write you for many

Only deeds, not intentions,

8. If risen with Christ we shall partake of His glory at HI* second coming. “When Christ, who Is our life,
shall appear, then shall ye also appear
with Him In glory.”

Argentina

to

good

_

Rise from transitory things
Toward heaven, thy native place.
Bun and moon and stars decay
Time shall soon this earth remove.
Rise, my soul, and haste away
To eoats prepared above.

India
Ireland

meaning

"I was passing
Granite ville, Vt.
through the Change of life and suffered

Leaving many good intents high up oa the
“shelf”,
Considered unworthy to add to his pelf.

Rise, my soul, and stretch thy wings.
Thy better portion trace;

M3
1

Tar. Ambbicab,
Ellsworth. Me.

day.

sincerity:

Africa

to

E stands for Esther and E 1b the call.
So a greeting I send you, kind friends,
and all.

question.

During Change of Life,
says Mrs. Cbas. Barclay

Uhle.."'

munications will be subject to npproval by
the editor, bat none will be rejected without

OFJiOLD

<

all communication*

pecially

MOUNTAINS

communications, and its success depend# largely
on he support glvSn U in this respect. Communication
must be signed, but the name ef
writer * ill not be printed except by permission
Communication* will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will la* rejected without good reason

1. If risen with Christ, our alms In
life should be more exalted. “If risen
(with Christ, seek those things which
Bre above, where Christ sitteth at the
right hand of God; set your affection
«n things above, not on things on the
aarth.” The aim of the one who has
been associated with Christ In all His
•works of redemption—In other words,
■who has been redeemed himself—Is to
be changed from
earthly achievements and joys to those of heaven.
The aim of the unregenerate, unreHis desire is
deemed man Is worldly
only toward the things of this life—
Its wealth. Its pleasures and Its ambitions. With the redeemed this Is not
He seeks to lay up treasthe case.
ures Id heaven, to be rich toward God
rather than to possess the riches of
this world, and If we do this onr affection will be oo the things In heaven rather than the things of earth, for
■where a man's treasures are there Is
If our wealth Is lo
bis heart also.
railroad stocks our thoughts will be
'constantly upon them. If onr alms In
life be to reach some political goal
enr hearts will be constantly upon
that, and If seeking heavenly things
•nr hearts' affection will be centered
there, “where Christ sitteth on the
right hand of God." This 1b Indeed a
—consummation devoutly to be wlsh«1.” for many waste their Uvea on the
trilling toys of earth and see not and
met not the eternal joys and treasures
«f heaven.
2. If risen with Christ the secret
springs of all our life are heavenly.
-Tour life la bid with Christ In God."
Christ Is In God, we are In Christ
and therefore onr lives are hidden in
God, the source of all their power and
efficiency. What a stupendous fact!
A stream cannot rise above its source.
But If the source of the secret springs
In a man's heart and life be In God
how boundless the alms and opportnBltles of bis life! He can sing with

0

WORTH

Helpful and Hopeful.”

!'W“ df^t°

This column M devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column Is open to nil grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grunge meetings. Make letters
short and conciae. All communications must
be signed, but names trill not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

"SOBT HADOI"

H)

hol<1 “>•
(erred on four brother* and two sister*.
grange eutefr'
The evening was marked by an unuaal tain meal Taaadagr evaning next.
event— the presence of four brother*
MASSAPAqUA, 4TT, SOUTH
whoa* combined ages war* 300 years, two
BLUIEBILI
Maaaapaqoa grange met April l Wiu
of them, respectively, eighty-three and
“ *
attendance.
The
an
was
large
There
tint
years.
»„d
eighty-seven
were conferred cn two
degrees
of
stories,
music,
eandiZj"
interesting program
After bnaineee, the lecturer
conundrums and reading*.
presented
Mountain View grange held its regular program as foUowa: DUlogne. “The tte
several
2.
After
Circle,"
ing
by
meeting Friday evening, April
ladies;
business, the second degree was conferred illuatrating advertisements; song,
Henderson;
Clara
on four brothers and two sisters.
recitation,
During
Day- r*
the lecturer's hour there were two papers duet, Biateri Annie and Beulah
question, “On whi-h can be hauled
—one by 8. L. Burns on preparing and selecting seed contained a good many use- er load, cart or aledT” DiscuoamtiL
^
ful ideas; the other by D. G. Hall on culti- j patrons.
vation of the soil, brought out some care- ;
KbLSWOKTH MARKETS.
ful suggestions ss to what should and
should not be done. There were readings,
The quotations balow give the
ran»,„,
^ *
phonograph selections and music. At the retail
prioee In Ellsworth.
neat meeting the third degree will be
routifry
Province,
conferred.

3mong tt)c Grangers.

wforrtifinnmu.

rlhituai btnrht (Solnm*.

Eggemoggin

I

and

Herrick’s

Landing

discontinued until furtner notice.

is

I

COUNTY

NEWS.

«*“«•* *'«*»

•"

MW

8TONINQTON.
haa

atarted oat

Irving Barbour
cart to aeU
r0,d with a

on

tb«

meat.

Ltbel Couaina haa gone to Washon an excursion trip.
burn, 1). C.,
haa ratnrned from BoaMiss Mary Cold
been on bnaineaa.
* here she has
who haa been on a
Thome*,
Joseph
Edward’s Island, ia home.
trip to Prince
who haa been visitMrs. t’. C. Couaina,
in Massachusetts, ia at home.
■lBg relatives
hers this week for
James .Maokle leaves
Thousand Islands, where he will cut pav-

tdii,

ing.
who haa been at
Miss Mabel Waite,
is spending her vacation
Hebron academy,
here.

Miss Susie Babbidge, who haa been in
Portland the past two months, is back
in the store of Fran!.
„piin and ia clerking
Warren.
In

boat-

Sunday’s gale several of the amall
were

driven

on

the rocks and broken

pieces.
Capt. Dow, of schooner Mary Lynch, ia
back from New York, having made a
quick trip.
Mr-. I E. Luce, of Rockland, who haa
been the guest of Mrs. John West, haa
returned home.
in

jp.-mrs. mannaro ana -ucrioi, omciais
of tbi telephone company, have been in
town on basinets.
Samuel

Coid

and

(on

have gone to

Thouwul Islands, where they will be

ployed

em-

for the summer.

Earle Sylvester, of Rock port, who came
attend the funeral of hie father, Oren
Sylvester, haa gone home.
to

though mildly complaining ol late of not
STATE SOLONS.
faeling well, ha had attended to hia work
up> to within a tew days. He ieavea a Legislative News of Interest to Hanfather-Oapt. Hiram E. Howard, two
cock County Readers.
brother*-Joseph H. and Hiram A., and
The seventy-fourth legislature adjourned*
one sister-Miss Sadie L.
Howard. The sine die at 11.06
Saturday forenoon. By
funeral took place at the home Tuesa singular
coincidence, Speaker Weeks of
Rev.
L.
M.
day,
Bos worth officiating.
the House and President Deasy of the
Senate brought down their gavels at preSOUTH DEER ISLE.
cisely the same moment. The seventyJonathan Stinson is ill.
fourth legislature held the longest session
for eighteen years, and with that single
Mrs. Joseph Judkins is in poor health.
the only session which has run
Lizzie Judkins, who has spent the win- exception,
into April for fifty years.
ter in Appleton, is home.
This body has passed sixty-seven acts
J. F. Robbins visited his sister, Mrs. A. and 108 more
resolves than the legislature
T. Small, at Sunset Wednesday.
of two years ago, and there is an increase
Mrs. Charles Bryant and Mrs. Charles of one-third in the entire volume of busiBray visited at Ureely Small’s at Sunset ness. The printed records and other papers of the legislature will also occupy
Thursday.
Mrs. Dudley Fifleld, of West Stoning- about one-third more space.
The total appropriations !or 1909 and
ton, was in the village Thursday calling
1910 amount to $8,644,628.13. In this apon friends.
is included the sum of $600,600
Mrs. Clara Peirce, who has been in propriation
lor a temporary loan in anticipation of
Kockland hospital for treatment, came
|
and this must be deducted to obhome Monday much improved in health. ! revenue,
tain the actual appropriation for State exEarl Sylvester, of Camden, and Freda, !
penditures, which is $8,044,528.12 for the
of Belfast, w ho were here to attend the i
two years. The appropriations for 1907
funeral of their father, returned to their ! and 1908 made
by the seventy-third legishomes Saturday.
lature amounted to
$6,287,539.97, and this
The Robersons’ w ho have been giving a sum also included a temporary loan to the
series of entertainments in the hall here amount of $600,000. The difference in the
the past week, closed their engagement total amount appropriated
by the two legon
Thursday night, going on Friday islatures is $2,350,988.15.
to Islesboro. A silver set which was
The State tax act for the year 1910, passed
given in a voting contest was won by Friday, assessed a State tax of $2,143,1/56.47.
little Margaret Peirce.
This increase over the sum of $1,286,661.55
assisted by the tax act of 1909, is explained
April 2.
H.
by the passage of the school fund mill tax
HARBORSJDE.
act, making the rate of taxation for 1910
Mrs. Ephraim Dyer is quite ill of ery- five mills instead of three as this year.
sipelas.
The Senate Wednesday morning, by a
Will Smith and wife, of Bangor, visited
vote of 19 to 8, refused to recede and conat Jesse Qray’s last week.
cur with the House in the passage of the
Mrs. Elsie Blake, a former resident, died
Staples bill to unconditionally repeal the
at Caatine of pneumonia April 1.
Sturgis law. The motion of Senator StaOliver Gray has moved his family from ples to
indefinitely postpone the Pike bill
the Clifford house to C. M. Gray’s.
tor the abolishing of the State liquor
Codfish are making their appearance in agency system, which passed the House
the bay, but the fishermen report light Tuesday, was carried by the close vote of
_

Minot Goes and Ralph Thorlow have
returned to Bncksport seminary. They
will graduate this spring.
Charles W. Webb, manager for the
Portland Packing Co., is in town patting
the canning factory in repair.
oatchee.
Fred I. Lamson, of Rockland, haa rented
Capt. J. B. Gray will build a bungalow
L.
of
J.
and
will
store
the
Tburlow,
keep on Indian Point for Mr.
Smith, to be comand
store.
a fruit
confectionery
pleted before July 1.
Much regret is expressed over the deG.
April 3.
parture of Rev. J. P. Bimonton and wife,
who w ill leave in April for another charge.
OCEANVILLE.
They will be much missed in chnrch and
John and Lester Oross and George Hatch
social circles.

from Rockland Thursday.
Ralph Buckminder, of Sedgwick, is
here, called by the illness of his father.
DEER ISLE.
Miss Mary Bartlett, of South TbomasA series of meetings will be held at the
tonv visited friends here Thursday and
chapel during Easter week.
Friday.
A large number of yachtsmen left this
Miss Maud Stanley, of Swan 's Island, is
week to begin their summer’s work.
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mary
An Eaater concert will be given at the
Greenlaw.
First Congregational church next Sunday
A.
April 2.
evening.

Aprils.

came

Nihil.

_

_

Mrs. Vinnie Warren was in town over
Sunday, the guest of her brother, H. P. A.

Spofford.
of our oldest citiCole,
sens, died March 31, after a short illness of
Samuel

one

St’NSET.
Ernest Snowden has gone to work at

Stonington.
Walter Small has gone to work for Dr.
Small at Deer Isle.

apoplexy.
MLra. Pearl Stinson is working for Mrs.
Guy Torrey, a student at University of Ada Powers this week.
Maiue, is visiting his parents, Capt. JudJ. F. Robbins, of South Deer isle, has
son Torrey and wife.
been visiting bis sister, Mrs. A. T. Small.
A. O. Gross left this week to take a trip
S.
April 1.
to Savannah, Ga., on schooner Thelma,
Capt. Herbert Spofford.
OOTT’S ISLAND.
Kev. L. M. Bosworth, wbo baa most acAll are glad to have the daily mail again.
ceptsbly tilled the pulpit of the First ConCapt. L. S. Trask has been boating wood
gregational church, haa resigned.
and hay from Black island.
Pine Tree chapter worked the Royal
The lobster fishermen are getting their
Arch degree on Robert K. Cousins, Paul
in the water as fast as possible.
traps
W. Scott and Capt. Dow, of
Htonington.
Mrs. Mary Bridelman, of Little Rock,
Mrs. Edith Manchester haa returned to
Ark., is expected Wednesday to visit her
her home at NorthcaatHarbor, after an
sister. Miss E. 8. Peterson, at Petit Plaisextended viait to her mother, Mrs. Clara
ants cottage, for the season.
Luikin.

April 3.

Chips.

D D. G. H. P. DeForest Perkins will
ARBOR DAY.
fey his official visit to Pine Tree chapter
Monday night. The mark master degree
Observance
Planned by State
Special
will be worked and a banquet served.
School Department.
Hsrbor View chapter, O. E. 8., will give
State Superintendent of Schools Payson
*n entertainment in the town
hall WedSmith has issued the following letter to
nesday evening. The proceeds will be
superintendents of schools of the State:
used to buy
badges for the members.
In accordance with the plans of the comThis community was greatly shocked by
mission on country life, the Btate superinthe death of Dr. Frank G. McCullum at
tendents of schools of all the states are ar-

Cambridge Tuesday.

Dr. McCullum came ranging to have meetings of rural school pafrom Cherry field about twen- trons in country schools on Arbor day for the
ty-ttvc years ago.
He married Edith, purposes of discus^ng the conditions, needs
daughter ot the late Thomas Greene, of and responsibilities of rural education. In
this State, with our large rural population,
tb s place.
After practicing dentistry
with one-half our pupils enrolled in country
here some years,
they removed to Cam- schools and with our pressing country school
bridge, Mass., where he built up a large problems, it is especially desirable that the
pra tice, and was considered one of the observauce of the day for the purpose noted
leading dentists of that city. He spent be made very general.
Will you, therefore, arrange with the teachbis summers at Deer
Isle, where last year
ers of your rural schools to commence at once
be built a tine audimer
cottage. He left
for the day? I would suggest
* widow
and two children—Kuth, aged preparations of the usual children's
exercises,
that in place
twenty, and Myles, aged nineteen. His parents and citizens be incited to be present to
body was brought here Saturday. Funeral discuss vital topics connected with their
services were held in the church, Rev. schools. It may appear desirable in some
I- M.
Boswortb officiating. The floral instances for several communities or for all
offerings were beautiful^and were from a the rural schools of the town to join in such
host of friends, both here and in Cam- exercises. The following art? suggested as
bridge. He was a favorite among members topics which might properly be assigned for
consideration:
ot the summer
colony as well aa the townsA new scboolhouse, repairs or addition*.
people.
and
exterior
Beautifying the interior.
grounds.
APr>l 6.
Hex.
The establishment of a circulating library.
The State traveling library.
Merman Howard, aged thirty-three
The establishment of a school experiment
Jeers, died Saturday, March 27, at his statiou where the boys and girls will learn
the fundamental facts of the employments of
borne at Beach Hill after an illness of but the community, and gather and distribute
Gardens,
* lew
thereto.
new facta in relation
days. The immediate cause of death school
farm, dairy, horticulture, etc.
*es heart failure. His
he establishment of a branch of the School
death came as a
Peat shock to bis relatives and friends. improvement leagug of Maine. The occasion
will be especially appropriate for the organ°r few here
at the village knew that he
ization of a branch of the School improvement league of Maine. Under the direction
^e_not in hia usoal good health. At- of
the league the school can continue and
make permanent the work begun at this time.
Directions and helps for organizing the league
aWtmtsntmitB.
will be sent on request.
The establishment of some permanent,
recreation ground for the communDo this with your children.
practical
ity and school.
and school.
to this town

_

_

School children should be fed plentiand frequently on Quaker Oats.
* makes the
best possible breakfast for

JbHy

•“yone who is to work with either brain
°r muscle.
It's easy to prove this in
four own
family. Increase the daily
bonsumption of Quaker Oats and you’ll
■** an almost
immediate improvement in
health and energy of those Who eat
*b The
regular size package of Quaker
Oats sells at 10c, the large family pack•1* size at 25c; the family
package with
* piece of
china 30c.
Breakfast on Quaker Oats every day.

The closer relation of the home
Any other topic of timely interest of special
importance to the people of the community.

If you haven't the time to exercise regularly,
Doan's Regulcts will prevent constipation.
They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of
the bowels without griping. Ask your druggist for them. 2Sc.—Advt.

People past middle life usually have some
that saps the
kidney or bladder disorder lower
in old age.
vitality, which is naturally
urinary
Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects
troubles, stimulates the gidneya. and restores
trouacid
nHc
cares
H
and
vigor.
strength
bles by strengthening the kidneys so they
will strain out the uric acid that settles in \he
O.
muscles and joints, causing rheumatism.
A- Pancnna.

15 to 13.
The act to amend the law entitled an act
establishing a close time on lobsters in the
bays of the towns of Harrington, Milbridge, Steuben and Gouldsboro, and the,
act to establish a close time on lobsters In
the bays of the towns of Gouldsboro,
Eden, Trenton, Lamoine, Hancock, Sullivan and Sorrento, were passed to be enacted in Senate and House Thursday.
The Senate Thursday voted 20 to 7 to indefinitely postpone an amended form
of the Hersey bill to enlarge the duties of
the railroad commissioners and to regulate the fares and tolls of common carriers.
The Eaton resolve, providing for a constitutional amendment giving the governor power to
remove
sheriffs, and the
House amendment providing
for an
election by the people in the case of the
removal of a sheriff, were referred to the
next

legislature.

The last word has been said upon the
bill to repeal the Sturgis law, as far as the

present legislature
concerned, for the
House Thursday voted to adhere to its acin
tion
passing the bill, and the Senate
took similar action on the previous day.
is

bill dies between the two branches
of the legislature.
The Havey bill, which places upon the
offending county the expense of the Sturgis deputies sent into it to enforce the
law, was passed in the House Thursday,
without a dissenting voice. The bill was
passed by the Senate- Friday, after an
amendment had been added providing
that the bills be first paid by the State and
then collected from the county.
A feature of the afternoon session of
the House Thursday was the presentation
So the

Speaker Weeks by the members. At the opening of the afternoon session of the Senate Priday, President Deasy
was presented with a gold watch, chain
and charm^ and a vase containing thirty
Senator Osgood, of Androscoggin,
roses.
made the speech presenting the vase of
roses, and Senator Wheeler, of Cumberland, presented the watch. The presentation speeches were seconded by Senator
Staples, of Knox, and Shaw, of Kennebec.
President Deasy spoke with much feeling
in replying to the presentation speeches.
Acts were passed compelling straight
jail sentences in cases of liquor nuisance
ana illegal possession while Governor Fernald during the closing nours of the legislature vetoed the so-called Hastings
bill, which would remove the joker in the
prohibitory liquor law giving the judges
discretion as to jail sentences in liquor
cases.
The legislature failed to pass the
bill over the governor’s veto.
The speaker on Friday appointed as the
of

a

watch to

ComspontintK.
Tuberculosis.
Chicago, March 22,1909.
To the Editor of The American:
1 have noticed in raiding recent
numbers of. The American the large
number of deaths caused by tuberculosis
in the

territory reported by your paper,
large proportion being young people,
whom the community cannot afford to

a

lose.

Having just

returned from New Mexico,
I left one of my own family, whom
we have every reason to believe will return
to Chicago in June cured of this disease, I
naturally feel interested in others who
have similar trouble, and also have tried
to make as much of a study of the disease
where

as

possible.

It does

erally

seem a

pity

that

physicians

genfear of the dis-

to lack proper
It having been determined that 95
per cent, of us have this disease at some
time of our lives, to some extent, it would
seem

ease.

seem

prudent,

at

lea^t, that a thorough
made by the physician,

examination be
even when he might think the chances of
tubercular trouble existing but slight. In
our case, and many
others, I find, an early
examination, followed by proper treatment, would have avoided much illness
and expense; but physicians neglect this
early examination.
Again, it is a sad thing that physicians,
when they know of,the existence of
the disease, do not notify the patient or
his guardian, but allow him to remain
at home under indifferent care until
nearly or entirely too late for him to be
cured under any conditions; and besides,
the family and friends are being constantly exposed to the possibility of
contracting the disease, when with
knowledge of its existence they might
be on their guard.
In the treatment of tuberculosis medicine is of but little use except in keeping
the organs of the body in good working
order, the main thing being that the patient be kept in condition to win the fight
over the bacilli that are seeking to overcome him.
With proper diet, a constant
supply of pure air, and cessation from
labor or exercise that will produce a temperature above normal, if this treatment
is commenced early enough, patients can
be cured at home in Maine; but these
things are not usually properly adhered to
at home, and removal to an institution
where they will be enforced is then desirable and necessary, and the expense less
in the end.
It is found that the air, the sunshine
and the altitude in the Southwest contribute greatly toward the cure, as patients
who

progress elsewhere can
In addition, the use of
tuberculin is working cures where everything else fails, and is also greatly reducing the probability of relapse after apparent cure; and further, by it cures of tuberculosis of other organs, as the kidneys and
can

make

no

be cured there.

discuss. Among the many scenes that will
bold the attention is the wondrous Great Balt
lake, the largest of its kind in the world. To
bathe and float in its invigorating waters (for
one cannot sink), or in a launch to cross over
to some of the taiany islands, is an experience
not soon forgotten.
Almost twenty-five per cent, is salt, and salt
mines abound everywhere, and of course such
density makes slow swimming an-1 is toilsome to sailing craft unless driven by a fresh
breeze, but when propelled by steam or gasoline, a yacht will skim along at a merry pace.
Most all sorts of craft will be found ou the
lake except Cunnarders and men o’ war;
these might experience trouble in getting
over the mountains.
Great Salt lake Is close to the doors of the
city, only a few minutes ri<ie, and on its
rugged lip has been built a bathing pavilion
that cost a million dollars. In close proximity to the city and dotting the broad expanse of the valley will be found other cities,
and thrifty villages are tucked away under
the shoulders of the mountains, and, too, billowing wheat fields that are bouud only by
the horizon of the beholder, and here and
there, wherever one goes, he will see out in
the country region up-to-date dairies, cheese
factories* butter factories, factories where
fruits of all kinds and many vegetables aie
canned and sent down East to the hungry.
Here and there, too, one will see, belching
from mammoth chimneys, great clouds of
smoke
that mark the site of some sugar fac;
I tory that has cost more than $2,000,000— and all
I this is found where students of geography
now living saw pictured,
and were taught
that this laud was a howling wilderness, a
dreary desert, the home of the lixard and a
few srarving Indians. They were taught that
a cayote would starve in this Sahara.
And
there was a good deal of truth in this fifty
but
tireless
years ago,
industry, intelligent
and thrifty activity have redeemed the desert
and made it blossom.
I have seen all the country worth seeing in
this western hemisphere, and am prepared to
say that in my opinion no other spot surpasses this beautiful valley of Utah.
The Mormon people, especially the wealthy,
are greatly helping to make this gathering of
the fading Orand Army a success.
They are
giving money without counting it to make
the old fellows feel, when they get down into
this valley, that they have got home. I write
this that you may know how the Mormon
people feel and the royal welcome that awaits
the boys who wore the blue.
Besides, there
are many families from the Old South residing here, and some of them wore gray uniforms and made us sit up and take notice two
score and more years ago, and they are helping us to get ready for your coming.
President Taft has replied to our invitation
that he will be here one day on his way to the
Seattle exposition.
We are situated on the
direct road to the Yellowstone park and only
one night’s ride away.
Ogden is less than an
hour from 8alt Lake City, with three lines
of rails between, with train service every few
minutes night and day and the fare only a

pittance.
I live in Ogden, the only spot worth living
in, and my latch string will be easy to get
hold of r>y any hand reached out from the 6th
Maine, or any other regiment on either side |
that bore the stress of bivouac and battle.
i
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Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to ItsNataral
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long ithas been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dnndralf. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2)6 times as mucin
in $100 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
or

Srul 3c lor free book The
Philo Hay Spec. Co. Newark,

N. J. •

the
diseased meinbri'.nc resulting from Catarrh and drives
tWiiy a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
h
Senses of laste and Smell. Full size
1
cte. it
or by mail.
b*- mi i talm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
v.-.,
s*T‘'*-t Npw York.

Liquid

Druggists
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BeeepanjSPills
recovery from sick headache, bilious headache,
headache, throbbing headache speedily follows the use of
these famous pills. They settle the stomach, stimulate the liver,
act mildly on the bowels, improve the blood and quiet the nerves.
The tonic and strengthening properties of Beecham’s Pills build up
the bodily health and fortify the system against subsequent attacks.
For all headaches, disorders of the stomach and nerves,
Beecham's Pills are

Complete

nervous

AN INVITATION.
Welcome

bury also is much improved.
April 5.

brain signals that your system is in some way disorganised and
unless the cause of the trouble is removed they will become more
and more frequent, and gradually increase both in duration and1
intensity. The sympathetic nerves are weakened by the repeated!
attacks, and the malady finds an easy lodgment whenever ther
bodily and mental conditions favor its return.
On the first sign of headache you should at once take

of tuberculosis can be cured,
and knowing this, it is great disappointment to learn of so many deaths among
those who were formerly my neighbors, or
the children of old friends.
I am sure that whatever you can do to
enlighten your constituents on this subject will be of value to them and to you.
H. E. Moore.

Grand

Army Men in the West.
Dr. A. S. Condon, of Ogden, Utah,

Mias Kate Crawford has been the gueat
of Mrs. A H. Coggins the past week.
Mrs. 10. E. Higgins, who has been ill of
Mrs. Bernice Salisgrip, is about again.

are

cases

Warm

NORTH LAMOINE.
School begins this morning, with Miss
Flora Stratton as teacher.

Headaches

bladder, which are rarely if at all cured
by the usual methods, are quite readily
wrought by tuberculin.
By early discovery of the condition, by
proper treatment at home, or in a sanitorium in the East, by removal to New
Mexico,'Arizona, or some parts of Colorado, or (or and) by the use of tuberculin,
most

lAKIIIOU.

ill

HIITKI4Y

Tbe old sawmill and Briggs toll to
Browt»viHe were burned Friday morning.
Th. basement of the hall wss occupied
by E. 8. IX*cker as a grain store and fi. O.
Page, druggist. Across the street tto
wooden building owned by the Briggs
heirs and occupied by E. L Ctoas'a
hardware store and K. B. Barton's grain
store; also the building owned by C. H.
Dunning and occupied by W. C. Welle'
grocery store, were badly scorched and
the contents badly damaged by water.
The loss is estimated at $12,000.

a

Hancock county man and late
Sargeant of Co. E, 6th Maine regiment,
former

writes

The

Ellsworth

American

The Needed Remedy

as

In boxes with full direction*, 10:.

follows:

2Sc.

The last national encampment of the Grand

Army of the Republic voted

to

bold its

next

auuual convention iu Salt Lake City, Utah,
and the date was fixed for August 14 to 19. A
rate of one cent the mile has been made by
j
the railroad people, aud preparations are now
forward all over the state to give to
I going
the youngsters of ’60-'65 the time of their
lives.
I am greatly anticipating the pleasure of
meeting the remnant of the old 6th Maine
i and my immediate comrades of company E,
who for the most part were my classmates at
the East Maine seminary, Bucksport, and
who on a sweet day in April (there has never
been so beautiful a day since) went dowu
from the campus in a body and were musinon
committee
the
to
House members
j tered in by Capt. Snowman. We were all
quire into the advisability of changing the ] boys then —not oue was over twenty-five—I
to
the
organization was seventeen.
present laws relating
of corporations in this State, Messrs. Mar- !
Yes, 1 want to see those dear^school fellows
of
Ellsworth, whose voices aud preseuce I loved |and whose
shall, of Portland; Peters,
recollections are a benediction in later life,
and Havey, of Sullivan.
and whose tents I shared wheu the sky was
dark with cloud.
Kunlnem Notices.
But they will not all come. for. alas, some
MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE ENDURANCE TEST.
sleep among the hills of the Old Dominion,
The Maxwell 10,000-mile non-stop car, which
others in unmarked graves beside the rushhas now been traveling day and night since
ing rivers of the Southland, aud others have
March IB, has covered close to 6,000 miles, and
gone the way of all the living since the lips
so far not an adjustment of any kind has been
of the canuou grew cold. Others still linger,
necessary. For twenty-four hours a day for too feeble to dare the
journey here, but those
nearly two weeks the car has been traveling who do come will meet a
hearty welcome, aud
through Massachusetts and Rhode Island, my home shall be their home so long as
they
plugging along without a skip with never so choose to stay.
much as the least bit of trouble.
The month of August in this valley is
This in itself is a most wonderful performalways balmy, with clearing skies, save now
much longer th^n has even
ance—a trip
and then a little shower to wash the air and
been made by any non-stop engine—but
brighten the green hills till they glow fresh
what makes the affair all the more interesthis ambrosial baths at
as Narcissus from
ing is that fact that since the car started Thespiae. salt Lake City, of 126,000
people, is
there has not been put into the radiator one
one of the most beautiful on this qpntineut,
of water. At the conclusion of 6,000
ounce
aud its ancieut landmarks, still preserved,
miles the lower part of the radiator was as
remind the visitor of other times when the
cool as it was the day that it started, and now
early pathfinders to this now wonderful
that the car has gone so far without taking on
valley tended their flocks and herds and
water, efforts will be made to keep it going
observed the patriarchial customs of ancient
the entire 10,000 miles without the use of
biblical time-.
been
water. This has
never
additional
From every point of view—social, or econo
done before, and should it be accomplished
mic, or industrial—Utah is unrivalled in in
on this trip it will be nothing short of phetereating subjects that people love to see anc
nomenalSo far as the engine is concerned, it has
no
trouble
acted beautifully. Absolutely
has been had with it from the start of the
Allen's Root-Rase, a powder. It Corea painful,
it
is
smoother
and
running
to-day than smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails, and iatrip,
atantty takesthe sting out of corns and bunions. It's
on the first trip out.
the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s
None has ever dared attempt this distance
Root ■Bass makes tight or new shoes feelessy. It is
before, and previous to the starting of the a certain cure for sweating, callous. swollen, tired,
Maxwell car, it was thought an impossible aching feet. Try it to-dey. Sold ny all Druggists
and Shoe Stores. By mail for Me. in stanu>s.
feat, but one which, to date, has proved Den'C •MNrt
any subschute. Trial package RRRJC.
remarkably easy for this carAddress AUsa ». Olmsted. Le Roy. N. Y.,

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

Jjr&fde J7/<sJ
sneeze—a sniffle—a cold in the head
(A
1 —a cough. Serious trouble may result
\ unless you recognize the symptoms and
1 eradicate them at once. There’s a sure
remedy for inside ills—take it in time
J and
save doctor’s bills.
A few drops of

I

I

I
I
I

|

Johnson's
ANODYNE Liniment

r

ft

*

H

taken

on

sugar will work wonders.

The first do®e makes

big improvement in vour condition, whether you are
suffering from a sore-throat, a cold, cough, tonsilitis,
a

bronchitis, asthma or other disorders of the respiratory
organs. For pains in the stomach, cramp, colic, cholera
morbus and diarrhoea, a few half-teaspoonful doses will
bring relief and effect a speedy cure.
For outside aches and pains, cuts, bruises and lameneas Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is invaluable.
Always have a bottle within reach. Sold everywhere.
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June30,1906. Sertal Number 5/j.
cents

bottle.

m

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
BOSTON. MASS.

KINEO

RANGES
will

satisfy

critical.

quick

the most

They

bakers and
little

sume

but

They

are, in

are
con-

fuel.

fact, the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bftofor,

Me.
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It is already predicted that there
will be a considerable repub.iean in
crease in the text Cougress in representatives from the South. While no
idea of a revolution in this respect is
looked for, yet republican sentiment
is gaining rapidly,
particularly in
Louisiana, Georgia, North Carolina
and Virginia. I: is quite likeiv that
there will be fifteen or twenty repu
lican members from tbs southern
states in the six y second Cong ess,
and as the republicans will undoubtedly gain many districts in Indiana
b-

and in one or two other states lost
last fall, it is believed that the republican majority in the sixty second
Congress will considerably exceed
that in the present Congress.

Oommissioner-of-Agriculture

“Yes. that was truly a great
I sincerely hope the farmers will become as much interested in
their work and in the new work
eavs:

meeting.

which I hope they will take up, as the
board of trade wag in making arrange
meats for that mee'iug That was the
You
first farmers’ institute lor 1939.
1 we can ktep
a high pace.

have set

that up during tbe Jear we shall certainly have added great in erts; to

Tbe attention of tbe farmers of this

vicinity who have orchard*,

or who
have them, is called to the
meeting to be held at Nor'h Ellsworth on Saturday, April C4. Prof.

want to

E. F. Hitchiugs, State entomolog'st,
to be there, and will instruct orchards s “how to make the old apple
is

A feature of the
meetings—there will he two, one iu
the forenoon at 10, and one in the

profitable”.

afernoon—will be a practical demon
etratiou iu nearby orchards
Picnic
lunch will be served.
to

previous custom,
Contrary
Senate will not wait until the tariff bill
has passed the House to consider its
the

features and prepare amendments.
The Senate finance committee is sit-

ting daily and weighing evidence with
view to reporting its own amended
bill as soon as possible after tbe House
bill has reached tbe Senate. Thi6 will
expedite the passage of the bill very
materially, and it is hoped that the
law will be signed and Congress ad-

a

1, if not before.

a

school

Tbe Springers will flock to Franklin
April 14, to bear about that Springer fortune.
Game Warden Dyer, of Franklin, received an unusual complaint a few weeks
ago. A man down on Goulds boro neck
that two

moose

which

were

wintering in his vicinity, in their nightly
travels to salt water, were browsing on
his apple trees.
He wanted Warden Dyer
to put a stop tn it.
Mr. Dyer was in a
quaudary. He did not think apple boughs
would come under the head of farm crops
-even if the law would }*ermit the killing of moose, as it does deer, by a farmer,
t<> protect hi* crops-and he did not f*el
like spending his nights on Gouldsboro
neck to shoo moose out of a man’s orchard. At last accounts, the moose wcre
still enjoying the apple tree boughs.

cows

to

W. H.

B. F. ThomaH, of Ellsworth, has moved
to the Salisbury farm.
Mrs. M. Kuuiill last week lost a valuable
which broke its

leg.

Miss Helen King is seriously ill at the
her mother. Mrs. Francis McGown.
home of

Leroy Hweeney has
Haven, where he a
teaching.

gone

to

be

North

engaged

Mrs. Lewis Flood, who has been spending the winter in Ellsworth, will return
this week.

Curtis,

little

son

of

Lyman DeWitt, who

has been dangerously ill of blood poison-

ing,

is

improving.

Nehemiah Dewitt and wife, of Tracy
Station, N. B., sfieul last week with his
brother, Lyman Dewitt.
Mrs. Laura Loring, of Bar Harbor, was
here
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Bates has sold bis
Butler. Ellsworth.
Col man

heifer,

|

MAN

utV high

building.

NORTH

and Linoleums.
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Commonwealth Hotel

C. OSSIP.

Franklin will build

complained

Mattings, Oil Cloths

j
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farmers’ instil utes
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Wall Papers, Window Shades, Lace

trip

Oil-

man, iu writing of the potato-raising
meeting held in Ellsworth recently,

journ by July
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME

PtBUIftHbl*
e

^hbrtttsrmnits.

the matter up with the state superinten- n you win neip me worn oi we 'uimt
in this way, the
dent of schools, who advised naving a improvement society
new census taken which be would
money and labor which otherwise will have
School ( emus Mutter.
to be used as last year, in cleaning dumps
as correct. The mayor authorized John F.
£LUWur.'B, April 8, 1909.
Royal to make a new census, which he did, can be devotee* to making a more beautiand found about 1,200 pupils, or nearly 200 ful Ellsworth.
7’o the Editor o/' The Awriean:
Any person seeing dumpsge deposited
Many people have asked me repeatedly, more than given in the Scott census.
Still witholding his list, Mr.Scott wrote on any land without the consent of the
and perhaps wondered, why I have not
made owner, w ill confer a favor and facilitate
answered any of th-3 numerous letiersand letters to the press in which he
the
editorial? under the guise of news items charges that seemed unw ise, for no one the work of the society by notifying
is about here, and with it eeme
which have made so much business lor j bad thought of charging him with any in- sanitary committee.
and
of
a
number
for new Wall
hand
has
on
The committee
the newspapers of eastern Maine on the tentional wrong,"but that he had trusted
land as dumpnow historic Ellsworth census matter.
I to tint make your selections before looklargely to the teachers under him to do cards forbidding the wuse of
furnish
ill be glad to
There are several reasons why I hav.* this work for him. and that they did not ing ground which it
and attractive assorting over our
who will make use
kept silent. For on3 thing. I have heeu get all. as was found out after making « free to any land-owner
ment of
too busy a tending to my own business to careful canvass, and hence did not get of them on his property.
M.
A.
GreeLV,
be much worried by what others might be them correct.
Chairman Sanitary Committee.
The Royal census having been returned
saying or thinking of this matter. For
another, 1 had no desire to start answer- too late to get the school money through
bewan
be
its
the
matter
taken
l
channel,
regular
might
ing letters singly, fearing
TO MKKI IN < AMINE.
guile into the same extravagances of ex- up in the legt-lature, referred to the commeaningless billingsgate mittee on claims, advertised and reported
pression and
which have chiefly characterized the most in th“ local papers, but neither Scott nor American Institute of Instruction to
hit manager appeared at that hearing.
of theae articles.
Hold Convention There.
In the midst of cri mi nation and recrimi- The committee reported “ought to pa.-Castine will have the distinction this
nation, false accusation and malediction, The resolve passed both branches of the summer of
entertaining the American Inlegislature ami was before the governor
sneers and taunts, hasty judgments and
stitute of Instruction, which is the oldest
ill-timed denunciation, 1 have remained for approval.
teachers’ organization in America, as it
drama
in
this
to
me th*
Thai night another act
silent until it
public
was established in 1S30 and is now about
Ailmust be tired of slander and racy for the wag being carried oat in this city.
hold its seventy-ninth ann.ai conven- ;
other was elected to succeed Mr. Scott as io
( icts.
The program will b* ;
7 and 8.
He then pro- tion, July 6,
In a concise way, rher*fore, I now wish superintendent of schools.
(
noth
practical and inspirational, and will j
i to pres tit t*» th- public a few facts in the ceeded to carry out a previous threat he
deal w ith subjects of vital interest to all,
discussion which hitherto has*been made had made that he would “make them
interested in education.
up of everything and anything but facts. squirm" if they did turn him down. He
Among t he pleasanr features of the meet* was
but
willing to le» the oil) go through,
That Mr. John A Scott ostensibly took
I.
ing at Burlington, Vt., last year were the
in the spring of 1908, in r turn they must let him retain bis job, afternoon excursions on t^ake
a seboo; c-msus
I
Champlain
The rare bargains offered in our
goods
which we
after b.dag threatened by oneof his sup- or they would have trouble.
of the American InstiA letter was immediately sent by Mr. under the auspices
I porters on the school board w ith proseare
This is an on.
out, are attracting many
excursions
will be contute.
Similar
Scott to the committee on claims, chargcut ion for failure to do his duty under
ducted this year. A sail through the
at bargain
usual opportunity to obtain staple
ing the city with fraud. Another head(>ur
Now th- controlling faction
the law.
Penobscot bay and up the Penobscot river,
his
line of ."small Wares, Ladies'
Corsets and
of this beard wa» the same in 1907 and ing was called, and Mr. Scott aud
a drive to places of historic and scenic inis
list
19*38, viz : >1 -rs. Davis and Stuart. In manager appeared, claiming that their
in
and
about
and
an
allterest
Castine;
large, and prices are being sacrificed on all.
i‘ted Mr. John F. Royal’s was correct and still making the charge of
19)7 th y a
Bar Harbor on the day after the
sail
to
day
fraud. On being questioned as to the fact
return of 1.397. and likewise in 1998 they
close of the convention are among the
uumber of children was not as
accepted Mr. John A. Soott’a return of that the
large
proportion to the number of possibilities.
submit
without
1
2,007
auy question.
j voters in
The railroads, comprising the New Engmade
with
he
the
other places,
very
that they were grossly negligent of their
land passenger association, the Boston
broad statement that from one to two
duties either one or both years. The
AAlbany, the Boston A Maine, the
normal variation in one year could not hundred non-residents were brought into Canadian Pacific, the Central Vermont,
the city each year and allowed to vote
possibly be 390.
the
Grand Trunk, the Maine Central, the
II. That Mr. John A. S.*ott never filed This statement everyone will admit is de- | N. Y.. N. H. A H., the (Quebec Central and
cidedly wrong, and casta serious reflection j Rutland railroads, will sell round
his census with the full board, and has
on the city, and places a stigma upon the
persistently refuse! t> submit it or a name
tickets at the rate of a fare and a half.
of every citizen.
w ill sell round
copy to the mayor or city government
The Royal census, after reaching Au- The steamship companies
for inspection, and continues so to do by
tickets.
All tickets will be good for
gusta, was found to be incomplete lie- trip
ad ice of counsel.
return until July 31, 1909.
III. That the mayor ordered a special cen- cause of the Ices of one of the books
The local committees are tntde up as
which contained all the ward 5 pupils
sus under authority of State-Superinfollows;
Executive, Hon. W. A. Walker,
1 mid
a
number
of
those
from
other
quite
tendent Payson Smith taken in June,
chairman;
W. A. Kicker, C. H.
However, the committee iso!
1908, by Mr. John F. Royal by house-to- sectfons.
Rev.
W.
A.
Hanacom, Hon. Payaon Smith.
found I
they retx>rt) claim that the
house can rasa, and that Mr. Royal reand information
Prin.
neither census complete, and thit under Accommodation
If men didn't hare confidence in one another, business
turned 1,197 scholars.
Danthose circumstances it would Du, warrant A. F. Rirhardson, chairman; Pearl
would be
after
is just
l\
That Mr. John A Scott allowed th?
forth, J. M. Vogell, F. E. Rea. Hospitaluntil
a
of
additional
tbe
money
payment
another name for credit.
We hare confidence in the
city, through our representative, Hon.
E. H. Carpenter, chairman;
ity
John A. Pct-rs. to proceed to get a re- proper list could be presented; hence it Hon. \Villiam G. Sargent, C. Fred Jones.
of
central and eastern Maine and are
was piaced on hie. and left so that it could
solve partially through th3 legislature
Presa-J. F. Rea, chairman; Dr. G. E. Parto
men in their
for busij
for reimburse me at for deficiency under | be taken up by the next legislature.
W.
Dr.
Rev.
G.
Patterson.
Musicsons,
success.
ness
So, too, tnc business men of this sec
This, however, was not exactly tbe story E. E. Philbrook. chairman; W. 8.
his census until he was absolutely sure
Playconfidence
in
the
turn
must
have
and
was
back
and
that
Mr.
dcott
brought
by
be would ot be re-elected as superin- j
son, Rev. R. C. Do u tim. Advance memhere wouldn't continue to in
of this bauk. or
tendent; that then he did as he had pre- his manager. They claim that they easily bership Hon. Payaon Smith, chairman;
their charge of fraud, and that »he
in number and size.
We want
crease so
viotisly threatened made public his proved
city, tow n and district superintendents.
committee
told
them
that
de-I
they
only
of
fraud.
charges
YOUR business ; would be
to
VOUK
liberated over it thr-*e minutes, and then
V. That at a rehearing of this matter beon
at
auv
lime.
hear fr
you
fore
the committee
on
claims, his unanimously voted '‘ought not to pass".
TOWN MEETINGS.
on
charges were not substantiated, as the Also that they could see fraud on tbe face
of the city's case, and that the official* Officer* Elected and
letters following will make plain. FurAppropriation*
were a gang of crooks.
Voted in Hancock County Towu*.
ther. it was proven at this hearing th*t
Thinking that
something niu*t be
bis census wa> defective, and that he
NO. 8 PLANTATION.
himself testified that he actually took wrong, with a number of others I interModerator, Howard C Fletcher; selec
ested myself in looking tbe matter up to
only 60 per cent, of it himself.
MAINE.
BANGOK,
ascertain, if possible, who was wrong, a* men and assessor*, Howard C Fletcher.
VI
That the number returned by Mr.
Lorenzo Z Fletcher, Patrick Murphy';
Brunches at Old Town and Machias, Me.
Koyal in July, 1908. was correct, and we could not believe that the men who clerk. Howard C Fletcher, treasurer
end
tbe
whose
city government,
composed
that Mr. Scott was incorrect can be
character? prior to this time were beyond collector, John Bresnahan; school comproven by citv records, school registers
reproach, would stoop to incriminate mittee. Lorenzo Z Fletcher; superintendand other reliable ds^.
themselves for the paltry sum of f750. ent of schools. Iris B Fletcher, road comVII
That Mr. John A Scott never took a
The result of this investigation was lhat missioner, Howard C Fletcher; constable,
tru? and complete
en-ius according to
there were found at least 1,192 pupils of Howard C Fletcher.
law ; that his conduit in the premises
which there is positive and record proof
has been neither gentlemanly nor honNew Steamboat Line.
orable, aLdthat his whole attitude has who were eligible to draw school money
1 ^YK
A< Mt.tbo.ll.1 church
GLASSES
:>n April 1 last year.
been inspired by political disaffection
I
Tuesday evening. * pair ol gold bowd
The new Bangor and Manset steamboat
When this was found to be true, and
and suit on th-part of himself and a
eye g's-se-tu E. F ttobln»on css*. W|»| find
few ot his friend*
ludging from the atones that were being line begin* operation* on Thursday of this er return to Thk Amkkuak office aud receive
VIII. That Mr. Sc ~>tt has been successful told, that the committee did believe that week, when the steamer Treraont will reward*
in
the city from obtaining the city offl.-ers were dishonest, and know- leave Bangor at 7.30, touching at Winterwhich the mayor and citv governing that if they were given a chance to
iba.s.
Buck#port. Sandy Point. Castine.
ment believe is justly due tbe city this look the matter up through the record* *e
form
a
different Ulewboro. Kggemoggm, Sargentville, Deer
had,
but
he
ha*
they would
been unsuccessful in
year,
M'Urion" range ;n
E—Second-hand
and
does t'ucle Nam ;n tne
-eof
Isle.
Atlantic,
McKinley
Sedgwick,
substantiating i- any way his charge opinion, we went to Augusta and nad an Manset.
Address P O. M>i Ml.
good condition
the National Soldiers' Home it
of fraud or bid faith
th* part of the informal hearing with them in Judge
Ellsworth. Me
from
will
be
The
salting days
Bangor
Peters’ room.
mayor and city government.
acres land wuh buildings
After looking the matter up, the com- Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays, reFrank F. Si monton.
Mr. Ernest WillUm-ou
bouse, woodshed, stable; land runs to
Wednesdays and
mittee whs satisfied that the
of the turning on Mondaya,
laim
of
Ellswortn.
Mayor
river; orchard of 3*trees
Formerly known as
Mr. Harold Crane
Fridays.
city was just: but it was too late in the
Paul Cart;* place. I*. U Hodoxikh, 1J6 Water
.Mr.
S. fierce
session to take the matter
thi*
*t.. EllsworthThe following letter* explain them- This committee disclaims upthat it year.
Calais
M
Mr.
L. Townsend
uulcipol Election.
ever
Charles F. McCartney farm at
selves:
Mr
C. Fowles
Chester
humored any idea of fraud, and never i
The republicans carried six out of the
Eliaworth Falla
Apply to W s Mi
Ellsworth. Monk. March S’. 1909.
made any such statement as had been seven wards in the election at Calais Mon- Caitmuv at the farm
Mr. Martin Cusack
Hon. Georg* H y nth.
hair man Committee
on C/aim*, *’/ju*to,
reported. That instead of coming out day, re-electing mayor William J. Fowler
-mi’u
Mr. Charles Alter.
over all; vu,
lal’NCH
Sir-Will you allow me to call your 1 >f executive session in five minutes and by an increased majority, and aldermen
Mr. William E. Cross
feet wide.
Inquire of E ti. Ijk-Ibi.a*.
attention to the enciosea clipping from the
Wi at they had done, they were in
from all but one ward.
telling
II
e.
Laraoine.
Mr.
N. Foss'
Bangor £>'>»"’. Com mom:i' of March 2?. being
session for more than an hour. This cona communication signed by >ohn A Scott, exss
the
OUSE—On Hancock street, known
versation was all made in the presence of
mii.eat.
Because their
of school' In this letter you
P
Sowle house
to K.
Load.
superintendent
Apply
and
of
Peters
other
the
most
Judge
promiwill notice th it Mr. Scot* states in substance
Ellsworth Falla. Me
lit them to till the duties here renent members of the legislature. “This,"
that the tsau
fore the committee was
whether or not hi* charges of fraud against 1 they said, “you may go back and tell your
the citv government of Ellsworth could he
people."
so well lilted for the
are
substantiated; and one would infer from hi* i
To make their position plain you may
“.-VVVA>*N(VVV*wWV ''^WVW'y'^
duties
of them'
t letter that they were substantiated.
read the committee’s letter to Mayor
State
around 50 to look after our business
Opposite
House,
! I think upon rending this letter you will , Simonton, signed by the chairman and
Because
are posses sed of that
in this county
Writ* to day for insee tha^ a
wrong impression may ~asi’v be
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
formation
Permanent
C. R burnt & Co
usiuess
asset, a sound
important
gained from it: aud i should be very glad to secretary, in w hich they deny the stories
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.
have a statement from you covering the point of fraud which have been so widely cireducation
in
to
the
!
real i*su- before the commitregard
culated by Mr. Scott and his manager.
Tw
! e* not
under
Where did
tee, and their views on the charge* of fraud
ualify tl.emielw?
This letter speaks for itself, and needs
nineteen years of age to learn milli**«i>tt
brought by M
MtU Lulls ti Moo us, AT THE
no further explanation.
nery. Write or call.
Yours very truly.
BlUworth Mb, Me.
Now there is one thing which must seen*
r. F. SiUOjrroN. Mayor,
UMBER —To BffktioUl witu saw mill for a
strung- to right-thinking people, and that
quantity of spruce and hemlock for
Stats Hot'se. Ai'gcrta. Me.j
I is, if Mr. S^ott has a list which he is so
bui’ding various dimension-, one or two carA pHl 1, lit.*4
sure is correct as he nays it is, w by will
S'
loads,
first and second quality.
Address, a.
£)r.
1Jt£ n> .*/<!(; ,r
f>f
/;
/j»'.>••,
he not produce it and prove to the citizens
B. Clapp. Wellesley Hill-. Mss*.
that if i* so? Does it not
to you as a
Df.ak 'ir.-Arnw-r.- f you
inqui'V r»f re- very strange thing that, appeal
although he has
cent-hit? tn which, von «:a ! att.r- Hiou to n
rw T BBUBAKBH M
j Ottft
letter Earned bv John A Scott. d-*to«t March been asked many times for a copy, which if
''•* ",a
and found correct would do more
: >7. appearing in the Bangor Oimn.rr»<./
Nidwiir itriwma BmtiJ
f
produced
1 Marcn 2J, in which etter It.
Mwas stated tb*t -a
toward establishing hi* honor and honest v
< A ft I > OF TH INK!
Nitil Krd.|n>i( r-rt»nn.»l -rj I
Offers rooms with hot and ''old water for
rehe Ing wn.« ordereS before the committee.
the minds of tbe citizens of t-MU worth
Annie Emery taken h’s opportunity
at which Mr Peters, appearing f<>r the citv.
fl.00
per day and up. which includes free
than all this recent advertising it in the use of
to thank the
public shower baths. Nothing to
many fdeads in and about
I forced the issue. Ir was u. t as to whether press, that he only a< ted after he lost his
Ellsworth who ■*.> willingly and generously ;
city should get tTV;, but as to whether I
j the
equal this in New England. Room* with helped her towin' be ffiaoo ;n the Piano
Conposition, and if he had been retained, private baths for fl 50 per dev and up test
[ could substantiate my * harge of fraud
at the W
R. Parker Co ’* Clothing Store
; The issue, as ucde-stv.pd bv us. was not as would have been willing to let it drop?
suites of two rooms and bath for ft.00 per
» to the commission of
I oelieve the whole matter is wrong and
any fraud, but simply i
dav and up.
j as to w hether there was sufficient evidence to w ill not have a tendency to pro i.ote the
Dining room and cafe lirst-clas*. Eurojustify us in recommending a resolve appro- welfare of the <ity. The whole affair sesme
Thf only
ne*-l
Plan.
No fraud
-r
bad fiith was j
; printing *7Vj
to be nothing nut a game of cheap poll- ! pean
Uitiou ,n»*l DuQ|equeQC«‘ m
found
us.
nor
did
we
i
consider
that
such
In the District Court of the Uuited States for
by
j
FIREPROOF
ABSOLUTELY
and
those
tics,
who
led
Mr.
on
are
Scott
existed
the Hancock District of Maine.
i The report made by us was that the matter ! willing thavdie may be sacrificed to bring i Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors
In the matter ol
._.
In
be placet) f«u file ho that it couffi be taken up disrepute on the city.
The city officials
Uk.< B. Gooo.-..,
with
its
own
Vac
Ao
sanitary
by the city of ElUw rth #nd presented to an- I did not have any grudge against Mr. Scott Equipped
t
B.ukrupt.
other legislature after th- taking of mother |
mini cleaning plant.
To the creditors of Oscar B Googios. of Ellsas he claims was shown by redu ing his
I census or obtaining other evidence
Noother
worth. in the county of Hancock and district
salary $100, for they cut down all salaries Long distance telephone in every rooai
atore»'id.a baukrupt:
! fiudiug was made by the committee.
that year, one of which was that of tbe
Ycur» truly.
is ^erehy *tven that on the 3d
a Temperance Hotel.
strictly
* » XORl.E H
marshal
from
to
a
month.
rtMITH.
city
$6..15
$45
a-S
day of April, a d
1M, ihe said
Chairman of Committee on CUlms.
Yet the other official* w hose salaries were
Oscar B <»cx»giu* was duly adjudicated bank
Send for booklet.
CHAEL*S O. BfcAl_H.
reduced have not seen tit to say that they
rupt: aud iha* the first meeting of his
of
mmittee
ou
iuini*.
Secretary
STORKR F. < RAFTS. Manager.
creditors will be held at my office, in Ells
did that for spite.
worth. Maine, on the 17ta day of April,
It stems like poor citizenship to try to
f‘‘‘
a. d
I9uy. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, a<
Whether it's a ran-’" or a
Ellsworth, April 5.1909. \ keep from the city w hat rightly belong*
which time the said creditor- may attend,
Vo the Editor of l'ne A nutrican
:
!t a
to it, and to try to defame the character
I
prove their claim*, appoint a trustee, examine
a “Clarion
is
nace—if
it
For the past few weeks no topic has been of its officials.
Eugene D. Bkann.
the bankrupt *nd transact such other bust
so much talked of a- th- row
nee* as may properly come before -aid meetfamoi h
sure to meet every rf are of Kubbish.
William E Wbitiwo
ing.
I school census affair, for l doubt if in the
Co.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
M ide
t ie Wtxxl Bishop
history of thi» city if ever before the city
Ellsworth Me., April 5,1909.
Ellsworth, Vie April 5. IM
officials were openly charged with fraud. ro the Editor of I tie A mer tean;
B in^or. Sold
I I think it safe to say that all the conservaThe greatest difficulty with which tbe
tive people in the town think it a verv
SOTK K OF t'OKKCLOSi; Kk.
sanitary committee of tbe village imi imprudent thing to do at any time, and provement society had to contend last
Calvin L Gross, of Swan's
Island, in the county of Haucock. aud
M
esp
ally ai a time when it shows on the year was in clearing dumps from the
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
face of it that it was done to get back at sides of our most
Main ■'treet.
picturesque country
the sixteenth day of July. a. d. l*M). and rethem because they saw fit to turn dow n
roads and even from vacant lots on the
corded in the Hancock registry of deeds, hook
the superintendent M schools, and after | back streets. The
method, it may be
352. page 237. conveying to me. the under
he (Mr. Scott) had given the warning that
remembered, was to obtain the land
signed, a certain parcel of real estate situate
if he was removed he would make them owners consent to the removal of the
iu Swan’s Island. In the county of Hancock,
and bounded as follows:
“squirm”.
and
of
notices
Begmciug at a
Mr. G. F. Alexander. « *•
dump
posting
suke and atones near the highway and ran
The history of the case is this: Early I further use of the land for that forbidding
P«»rUaDtl. Main*. will tell all
purpose.
north 45 degrees west twenty-two and with Asthma how he was cure-i a“er ** rfTerlag
ning
in the spring of 1908. after the people had
,,* for
More than $25, and many hours of labor
one haif rods to a birch tree on the bank of
46 years.
Before paying out
expressed at the polls that they were not on the part of the committee, were exthe shore; thence southerly around the shore median.sn
Morphin**
-Hof
containing
for
the
reins
of
willing
government to pass ; pended in this work. Because “an ounce
twelve rods to a stake and stones; thence
and >
drugs, **n<l for lull
into the hands of men in whom they had of
south 54 degrees east twenty rods to a birch 1 Was Cured of Asthma
prevention is better than a pound of
no
confidence, instead of taking defeat cure”, we are asking the householders
tree; thence easterly about eight rods to the
first mentioned bound, and containing one
j a9 men usually do, the campaign to hara- this year, as tbe season of bouse-clean ing
and a half acres more or leas, with house,
ELLSWORTH
1 per the city in every posa: le way
Full Lines of
began, comes on, to assist in this work by makstanding 'hereon
And whereas the coodt
| and I have recently been informed that a ing use of tbe dumping ground
tion cf -aid mortgage har been broken, now
ELECTRICAL
provided
SUPPLIES
letter was directed to Mr. Scott to the efon the Btabawl
and
rose;
therelore by 'easouof the breach of the con
by the
AND FIXTURES.
feet that if he passed in a school census to lesseucity
dition theieof. I claim a foreclosure of said
the expense of sending dumpage
that was more in number than the
••WO PAT, WO
Mkh.'Malissa A Btanlkv.
city such a distance it is suggested that all Ema.it* M *ln.I >•< SupeUc. ChMri.Ur Oi.m mortgage
contained that the writer would see that such
By her attorney, Geo. A. Cowan.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
as paper
and rags should
*,,ort 0
things
All fctods of laundry work done as
action was taken against him.
April 6. l*M
be disposed of at home. They can easily Mala St..
Ellsworth.
Goods called ror and delivered
A great wave of political
honesty had be burned in stove or furnace, or bv using
come over this
party after losing control. precautions can be safely burned but of
Uu»mt«» (Tartj.
Apparently the result of this influence doors.
brought about the “Scott oeneus”, which
In tbose cases, where, at the request of
showed* noticeable falling off from the tbe landowner,
householders avail themIE A CHAUFFEUR
previous years. The interest of the mayor selves of the opportunity of dumping refwas aroused, as it involved a loss of
m
HFSCIALTY RADI OF
§1,500 use in the city proper tor the purpose of
to the city in one year.
AatMNklt
Factory rebuilt-bncXEiifjMM
Thinking that filling old cellars or depressions in tbe
modern improvement..
some mistake had been made, he asked
w tntAd to train for
M*n
is
it
desirable that these
ground,
especially
M*. Scott for a cofry of his list. He
AWD
from ell
BposiOoru at rimers or rvsuggestions should be observed and that
^Dairmeo Halarv tin m
Beautiful,
CerP*®’
promised to get it for him, but it was not cars should be taken that
curly, Bully Ru*1
is sent
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
or
per wees.
Actual
practice
Complete Woolen. Tnpeotry. Brussels
*«
produced.
to the dump which can prove unsanitary
Send f»r
course 3 weeks. Oldest Most Reliable School. Corpus Cleaned CWae
After waiting for some time ard finding or
Cor Main acd Water 8U (over Moore . Oru* Write how for best positions
unsightly.
Ma’a
he was not going to get thb
WA penny saved is a penny earned,” and
Store;. 8Uaworth. Maine.
copy, he took
L L.
PORTUNO AUTO
t

by

the

illness of her sister. Miss Helen King.
Mrs. Julia Leonard, who has been living
several years in North Bangor, returned
home last week. She will occupy her farm
lately vacated by Allen Prentiss.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
■with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
t>Jood or constitutional disease. and in order
to cure it you must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, aod
acta directly on the blood and mucous sort
faces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure ia not a quack
Uiedicine. It was prescribed by one of the
heat phyalcians in thia country for years, and
is a regular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined with the
l»*st blood purifiers, acting directly on the
ucous surfaces. The perfect combination
«f the two ingredients is what produces such
atoQilerfol results in curing Catarrh.
i>end for testimonials free.
P J. CHHNE.Y 4 OQ..‘Toledo, O.
Ik ld by all Druggist. 75c.
Take Hall * Ramil# Pills for constipation.

THE—

l^OTICE

>

CLARION.

<

KISS DAY

inirenceat.

by

■

by

J. P.

\\rHERBAB

at Haines'

Next

ELDRIDGE,

EL'.>g0R‘tl

ASTHMATICS, READ THIS

Saturday.

‘LfJiSS

>0fft,7:r\j,»adiy

ELECTRICAL

particular*

SE*=

_-

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
WASH**’

ALICE

H.

Oriental Rug Works.

SCOTT,

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,

.nothing

Vel*«^

nrc^.

CO., PORTLAND, RRE.

MOMISON, Skowke***'

CONFERENCE.

1

MAINE METHODISTS
ELLSWORTH.

sT

IN

vancement the liquor traffic was the one
great obstacle which had, if not the
open
support, at least the silent endorsement
or
Political parties.
In the course of
tun address he Raid:
“I do not beli-ve in
the union of Church and Sta
o, but Ido
• low
in the union of
citizenship arid
•' ,r
1 am giud that vve arc called a
t hri .:in natio*'
Speaking of th* occasional attempts to
have the bible tHU.cn out »»( > ir
common
schools, he struck a popular note wh -n he
•mi
“I believe in inviting the
r
people
every clime, with reasonable
restrictions,
to come and sit under our vine and
rig
^r'*v‘s but when they try to dig up our vine
and Mg tree, I want to invite then* to
g**t
out.”

ANNUAL SKSSION OPENS
-fV SRCOND

^AUSPICIOUSLY—officers

chosen

FOR YEAR.

is this week entertaining the
Methodist conference. Ihr.
lull attendance of members of
of them, as
conference, and many

ni,»-orth

5.1

ar-accompanied
'V

ueThadiat

in
22ib.e I„,t

by their

f:.

wives,

F. Kmerv, I he pastor of the
hurch here, has been inde-

his efforts to leave nothing
would add to the success of
be comfort of tb,
conference or to I
To And in Hllaworth places of
two hundred visover
for
men!
nosmali task, but this is but a small
for the
of
the work
which has fallen to the lot of
be
has
which
’wen
enKm r.v. and on

ft.
‘siior.
Tit,.stain
*'1
pf

WEDNESDAY’* 9KSKION*.
T >-day s meetings
opened wit h a devotional service at « o’clock. At 8 o’clock
Hr. John P. 1). John, th*» conference
lecturer lectured on-*A
Glimpse of God in
th Mu roscone”. It was a
powerful and
interesting lecture, opening the eyes to
hub- thing* which reflected the greatness
of God.
At 9 o’clock the conference w&s formally
oihoiod b.v Bishop Wilson.
Mayor F. F.
Simon ton was introduced by Rev. W. F.
Emery, and extended a welcome to che
conference to r*l Is worth both as mayor of
the city and an official of the
entertaining

preparation

inference

program arranged hv l)r. Emery
the district au|a>rJ J it H. Haskell,
is pronoun.-I
fsiendetil of this district,
best
ever set before
tnc
he man' members
of
the people of
Many
this conference.
the
meetings,
vil.w,trill are attending
of the opportunity to
advantage
friog
national prominence on pulhear men of
”, An(t platform.

*The Methodist

1

church, where the meet-

held, has been thoroughly
Improved during
Innovated and greatly
the year. The latest improvement-the
basement w ith offices, rethe
of
finishing
toilets-makes it moat
tiring rooms and
of this kind.
convene nt for an assemblage
concerns and newsbook
varioua
gfretie
have tables,
rnners of t he denomination
Isii t po.tolfi.ee and telephone are installed.
This is the sixty-second annual session
-I
this conference. Bishop Luther H.
Wilson, D. D. LL. D., presides. Other
dicers of the conference are aa follows:
L. Nutter: assistant
Vlbert
Secretarv,
secretaries W. C. Baker, C. F. Becbce;
statistic! secretary, Charles F. Smith;
J.
F.
eesistsni statistical secretaries,
Thurston, L. L. Harrs. J. W. Tripp;
assistant IreasJohn
Tinling:
treasurer.
irer J. H. Dray; railroad secretary, I. If
Wbarff; historian. James \V. Day;
W
historical secretary, David H. Tribou.
Tt ESDAT'a SESSIONS.
The conference opened with the itinerA class
ants institute Tuesday forenoon.
of ten was examined in the varioua connas are

®nd r«i*ed the
question of “the
right of the liquor trefflc to an existence
contrasted to or in opposition to the
rignts or the common man'*.
He Haul the great constructive forces
of
civilization are working for the advanctment of the common man.
To this adat

church.

|| mg

Bis boo

Wilson, in responding, said he
believed that already in the minds of
members of the conference, as in his,
“the thought of Ellsworth is a
pleasnnt

delightful one. I think we well
ihe hospitality. I hope the
visit to Ellsworth w ill be profitable to the
members of the conference, and as
profitable also to the people of Ellsworth as it
is sure to be pleasant to us.”
one

a

informally. The reception will be followed by a banquet.
This evening at Hancock hall Dr. John
will deliver his popular lecture, “Did Man
Make God or Did God Make Man?”
The program for the remaining days of
the conference follows:
I
Thutt.iay
6.00

8.00

in.
a m.
a

9.00 a m
130 pm.
3.00 p m.

7 30 p m.

9-00 a m.

1.15 pm.
3.00

p

m.

7.15 p

m.

8.10

m.

p

9.00 a m.
1.30 p in.

7.30 p

m.

6.00 a m.
9.00 a ni.

admXiistered.

10.30

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
At 10 o’clock the business of the conference opened. The conference was organized by the election of the following
officers:
President, Luther B. Wilsor.
Secretary, David Howard Tril»ou; assistant'*, C. A. Plummer, C. F. Bee bee.
Statistical secretary, (*. F. Smith; assistants, C. F. Butterfield, J. W. Tripp, J.
K. Laird.
Railroad secretary, I. H. W. Wharff.

2-00

p m.

7

p

was

then

Treasurer. John Tinling; assistants, B.
W. Russell, Charles Kinney.

J
j

Devotional service

Address, Dr John. Subject: A
Glimpse of Gorl in the Human
Body
| set.)
Conference session
Insert: Stevens, Joel 8. 1860, Dixmont,
W H M S
anniversary. Mrs BW
Plymouth and Jackson; 61, discontinRussell, president. Address, Miss
ued. 1832 enlisted in 16th Me. Vols.,
Mary A Mahon
and served as Sergeant and Chaplain;
Aggressive Evangelism. Rev C J
discharged for disability, 1866. Born
-Brown, chalrtnuu
Address, GA
ML Holly, Vt., April 8,
Martin, Bangor
1821; died
Education anniversary. Address.
Orange, Mass., Sept. 29, 1893.
Rev T Nicholson, New York
Respectfully,
Freedman’s Aid anniversary, Rev
David Howard Tribou.
M C B Mason. I) D

30

m.

a

ui.

6 00 a m.
8.00 am.
9.00

a tn.

ELLSWORTH
Ira

Hagan, jr.,

B.

is

in

Washington

county, surveying.

before be-

j

Sunday
Devotional service
Conference love feast. Rev J P
Simontou. leader
Special Easter service. Sermon by
Bishop Wilson
Ordination of deacons and elders
by the bishop, district superintendents assisting. Sermon, “The
Silent Partner,” Dr John
Sunday school anniversary
Address. Rev David G Downey,
D D, LL D, Chicago, III

Mitchell has gone to Cherrybe has employment in the
Stewart & Sons.
Reuben F. Remick and wife went to
Somerville, Mass., last week for a visit
with Mrs. Remick’s sister, Dr. Thayer and

j

Monday

Devotional service
Address, Dr John
Subject:
Glimpse of God Without Eyes
Conference session
of
the
Reading
appointments

A

Adjournment

HISTORICAL SECRETARY’S REPORT.
Through the courtesy of The American, the historical secretary submits the
following corrections for the Pastoral
Record of 1908:
The name of the Providence conference
was changed in 1880.
After “Aldrich,
James B.
insert: “Admitted on credentials from the Christian church.*’
Apple bee, 1864-70, N. H. Conf.; 71, located.
Arey, 1854, for located read discontinued.
Atkins, born, Mt- Vernon, May —, 1803.
Atwell, omit “1810”.
Barker for “ElmerS." read “Ernest 8.”
Bayley, bor Barbadoes. W. 1., April 1,
1851: died there March 31, 1899.

Btuehill; ’45, Sullivan; ’17, Montville;
‘48,
19, located.
Born,
Harmony;
(North) Paris, Feb. 28, 1803; died there
May 9, 1888.
Chase, T. B., born Sutton. N. H..
-4,
1801; died Minnesota, Apr. 23,1893.
Clark, Daniel, until 1837 was known as
Daniel Crockett.
Crawford, G. A., 1887, Me. Conf., VVaterville, ’88. N. E. Conf.
1858, Eddington;
*59,
Day, J. VV.
Corinna.

Dav, R., born in that part of Nobleboro

tkat

is

Damariscetta.

“1895. Cent. III.
Greene, should read:
Conf.; ’96, discontinued.
(’98, Atkinsonl 1900, Northern New York
Conf.; ’04, located.
’06, Limestone; ’07, N.
(’06, Howland)
W aldo boro, etc.; ’08, Athens.
Haskell, C. L., was born in Sidney.
Haskell, H. B., for “Addison" read
“Swan’s Island".
Marsb, Wm., insert (1810, Bristol, jr., with
D. Wentworth).
Mooers, should read ’69-70, Solon and
Athens.” Born, Unity, Oct. 14. 1840;
died Knoxville, Tenn., Nov. 25, 1908.
Morse, John, present address 720 No. Cary
St., Baltimore, Md.
Nelson, John N. Strike out, and insert
Nelson, John L.: 8. Kansas Conf., 1876’77; New Jersey Conf., ’78-’96; Troy
Conf., ’97, *98; Wilmington Conf., ’99;
BISHOP LUTHER B. WILSON, D. D. LL. D.,
Who is Presiding at Conference.

o'clock Rev. D. N. Beach, D. D.,
president of Bangor theological seminary,
delivered the address to the class. It was
* forceful and
inspiring appeal to the
Joung mt n about to enter the ministry to
»ork
zealously and systematically. He
ere*
largely for his illustrations as an ex*
tinpie from the ministry of St. Paul.
In the
evening Bishop Wilson delivered
*

M rs. Asa C. Flood went to Bangor Tuesday evening for a visit with her mother,

Mrs. Mary D. Jordan.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

are

repairs on their stave mill
ginning the season’s sawing.
some

where conference meets.
S. Smith, S. O.
claims-O.

superintendent

Benevolent
Young, J. N. Atwood.
Book concern—J. A. Weed, VV'. A. McGraw, C. H. Bryant.
Foreign missions—W. A. Hanscom, H. A.
Corey. C. K Bee bee.
Home missions and church extensions—C.
H. Johonuett, C. H. King, C. F. Buttertield.
Education, Freedman’s Aid and Sunday
school C. N. Garland, N. R. Pearson, G.
A. Martin.
Conference relations D. H. Tribou, J. vV.
Day, T. F. Jones, E. H. Boynton, I. H.
Lid stone, C. F. Smith, J. P. Slmonton,
C. H. Johonnett, J A. Corey.
Epworth League-J. H. Irvine, J. R.
Laird, H. A. Sherman.
Memoirs John Tinting. E. A. Carter, L.
G. March.
The conference voted that messages of
svmpathy be extended to sick members.
The reports ol district superintendents

tern (trance address. Chaplain
Philadelphia, well known
people
Ellsworth, presided at the

masterly

of
‘J Tribou, of
wthc

meeting.

Bishop

Wilson discussed the subject on
as % political, economical and
■pen-logical one, rather than in its ethical
“foad 11lies

&ftcrti*mrnu:

STOMACH AGONY.

making I

Arthur B.
field, where
mill of A. L.

perrnan"Dyouredby the use of Mi-o-na, the
"ugbty dyspepsia remedy that cures
f
removing the cause, they would go
A' “wcher this
■ i.
very day and get;
*TK0 box of Mi-o-na tablets.
sn1®6 Pr!c® of Mi-o-na tablets is only j
bsnts, and G. A. Parcher guaranCT* th«ni to cure indigestion, or

j

““bey back.

?r. *ean or scrawny people will
Iss-n
in Mi-o-na a maker
of flesh and
“on, because it caoaes the stomach
nutritions matter
i, *x!racb more

J™

the food.

hyomei

fs^u.Jotfrr,V.or

“°n«r beck.

THIS AFTERNOON.
This afternoon the meeting at the church
will be devoted to the preachers' wives’
association, Mrs. C. N. Garland acting as
of Banpresident. Miss Amanda Wilson,
gor, will deliver an address on “Those
of
the assession
business
A
Women”.
sociation will follow.
be
the
What promises to
pleasantest
social event of the conference will be the
home
reception to preachers’ wives at the
of Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Emery at 4 o’clock
this afternoon. Bishop Wilson will apeak

More Help
for the Drunkard.
On the one hand he finds himself
barred from industrial positions, object of censure; on the other haui he
learns that he can be cured of his addiction. Take the Keeley Cure—it is
Lens

Sympathy and

Just perpetual. Begin life anew. A good
position awaits you If you are cured.
Keeley Institute, Portland, Maine.

C.

L.

MORANG,

Ellsworth, Me.

wife

Almond G. Jellison and wife

went

to

Waltham Friday, called there by the ill- I
ness of Mrs. Jeilison’s mother, Mrs. Mary !
A. Haslam.
wiiiiam

aaunuers

nas

movea

An After=Contest

into trie

C. M. Whitcomb bouse, Eugene Carlisle
into the Moore house vacated by Mr. |
Saunders, Coleman Steele into the Higgins j
house vacated by Mr. Carlisle, and Webster
Woodbury into the house owned by Mrs.
Abbie Haslam. A. W. Salsbury and wife,
with Mrs. Haslam, will soon mote to the
W. H. Moore house recently purchased,
and which they are now having repaired.

“Thank You”
^""I

1

It’s ail

over—even

On second

BILLINGS—At Orlnnd, March 24, to Mr
Mrs William W Billings, a son.
LEE—At Hancock, March 29. to Mraud
Alonzo Lee, a son.
MURPHY—At Hancock, March 29, to .Mr
M rs Archie II Murphy, a sou.
WHITE -At Orland. March 29, to Mr and
Herbert. White, a daughter.
YORK—At Bluehill, March 29, to Mr and
Warren C York, a daughter.

and

as never

MARRIED.
HATCH—BUTLER—At Castine. April t,
by
Rev Robert C Douthit, Miss Marion Hatch,
of Castiue. to Fred A Butler, of Bluehill.
DIED.
BLAKE-At Castine, March 81, Mrs Elsie
Blake, age 71 years, tt mouths.
BO W 1)EN—At Orland, March 25, Bernard W,
infant sou of Mr ami Mrs Emery 8 Bowden.
fciOLE—At Deer Isle, March 31, Hamuel Cole,
age ! 73 years.
CUNNINGHAM—At Hurry, April 8, infant
daughter of Maurice aud Ethel Cunningham, aged 3 weeks.
HO W ARD— At Deer Isle, March 27, Herman
E Howard, aged 38 years.
,I0Y—At Ellsworth, April I, Marianna, wife
of Edmund E Joy, aged 51 years..
MARONEY—At West Roxbury, Mass, March
30. Mary Josephine, infant, daughter of John
aud Alice Nevell Maroney. aged 5 days.
MvaRTNEY— At Ellsworth Falls, April 7,
Lydia J, widow of Charles F McCartney,
aged 7i years.
M COLLUM— At Cambridge. Mass, April 1, Dr
Frank G McCollum, formerly of Deer Isle,
aged 42 years.
PATTEN—At Lynn. Mass, April 3, Mrs Lucy
A Patten, of Penobscot, aged 78
years, 8
mouths, 8 days.
Robert
P
WALKER—At Bucksport, April 6,
Walker, aged 72 years.
WOOD—At Bluehill, April l. Miss Emily P
Wood, aged 77 years. 7 months, 18 days.
WORKMAN—At Winter Harbor, March 30,
Mrs Mary E Workman, aged 29 years, 10
months.

the

thought,

shouting.

no, it isn’t all over.

You contestants—we have

and

Mrs

.II

It has

just begun.

Mrs

Mrs

"
*

BORN.

lot of

before.

begun

We have learned

to

what

know you
a

glorious

splendid fighters

you are, and we wish in the
hearts that we could send everyone

very bottom of our
of you a handsome Cote.

We can’t do that, but we are sure to retain a fine
regard for everyone of you. and henceforth to feel
thankful to you for helping our contest to become the
brilliant success, that far exceeds our expectations.
And all you friends of the contestants—a fine army
of enthusiastic hustlers—we have learned to know you
and are decidedly anxious to know you better. Our
store will be open house for you hereafter.

We desire

to retain and

enlarge upon your friendship.
public—there is one part of this contest
that we are NOT going to put a stop to.
That is our
offering of good quality, up-to-date, always dependable merchandise, at prices that you'll agree to.
Also
we have pledged ourselves to serve
in
a
such
you
wray
as to render you thoroughly satisfied to
stay right here
To the

with

us.

..1

.1

■■■

You’re Wanted
at Ellsworth's Music House!
%

proprietors are anxious to weieome the
city's guests ; aiso because they want every visitor to have an
intimate knowiege of this up-to date music house.
Wanted because the

Real Estate Bargains.
The following desirable properties may
be bought on very reasonable terms—

regular monthly payments If desired.
ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath ; new
furnace : nice lawn; stable.
Water street; store and dwelling.
Union rieer heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, 20x30, hardwood door ; fireplace : tine kitchen and pantry ; four chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water; two piazzas ; tine view of bay
and mountains, some very tine shore lots in sizes to suit

AboU.ii the Cauie, unci Misery ami
Duties*, of liiiiigedfioit Will Vanish.
Can indigestion be cured? Hundred,
? '•'iiH'aatids of people who suffer
im
helching of grs; biliousness,
stomach, fullness, nausea, abort
taken
were then
Superintendent
mm ol
breath, bad taste in mouth, Hatch, of the Bangorup.
district, submitted
Ml
breath, nervousness and other dis- ari interesting and comprehensive report.
baaing symytoms, are asking them
The reports of District Superintendents
that question daily,
HaskeL and Phelan ns ill be
given toana if these same
doubting dyspep- morrow.
members
the
the
After
session,
morning
-•could only read the thousands of
the church
Otters from people w ho once of the conference posed before
i. #:ere
taken
for a group photograph
by B. F.
aered as badly as
they do now, but Joy.
no have
been
and

quickly

La France.

Stlbrrt;6fm<iu».

Permanent Committees.

{

They possess all the style, grace,
and shapely beauty that can possibly
be put into a shoe. They are easy and
comfortable, fit like a giove, and are so
splendidly made that they withstand
at the same time
the rough usage of outdoor wear
preserving the lines of distinctive elegance demanded
by the mist fastidious.
The ideal shoe awaits you at our store, in

FALLS.

died, Camden, Del., Jan. 8, 1909.

iideri
At l

Shoes.

Conference session
Kpwortb League anniversary. Rev
L G March, chairman.
Address,
Rev Franklin Hamilton, D D.
Washington. I) C
Conference
claimants’ anniversary. Rev J B Hiugely, D D, LL
D, Chicago, III

now

—PASTES diffrr, and women aeek
X many varied qualities in their
shoes, but we have yet to find a
woman who could not be thoroughly
pleased and satisfied in La France

—

Devotional service

Address, Dr John. Subject:
A
Glimpse of God. in Human Experience

Bray, C. H., 1874, tor “sup." read “sup’y”.
Campbell, 1888, N. Y. Conf.
Ch»«se, Hiram 1st (See Appendix B. for
Chase, Hiram 2nd
1843. Phillips; *44,

Marri.ige and divorce D. H. Tribou, 0. G.
Barnard, W, H. Powlesland, J. VV. Day,
B. VV. Russell, 8. O. Young. F. Palladmo.
Temperance—T. F. Jones, A. E. Morris, E.
H. Boynton, J. A. Weed, B. P. Judd.
Equalization and travelling expenses—I.
H. VV. Wharff, N. R. Pearson, M. S. Hill.
Standing Committees.
Conference program—Pastor and district

$3, $3.50

Jackson, insert; (1872, Lincolnvilie; ’74,
Windsor; 76. ’84, N. Waldoboro; ’86,
Georgetown; ’89, Dresden; ’90, Wiscas-

Bean, J. 8., born Caratunk. Aug 9, 1826;
died. Salem, Mass., (Jet. 12, 1908.
Blackwood, 1875, for “sup.'* rt-ad “sup’v”.
Bolton, born Orrington, Dec. 10, 1839;

w.f'Tre studies, the examination* begina»Q< at SI a. m. and being resumed in t he
afternoon at 2. Rev. A. H. Hanacom,
chairman of the board of examiners, pre-

Tatter
Shoe ^/»Iwev

Saturday
6 00 a m.
8.00 am.

appreciate

The sacrament

SBbnrtiMmtnt*._

“North Ind. Cor f.
Remick, was not admitted till 1901.
Soammon, Cyrus, joined Wisconsin Conf.

in 1867.
Skinner, for “sup’y, 1893”, read “sup”.
! Stinson was granted superannuated relaDevotional service.
tion in 1887.
Address by Dr John. Subject: A |
Glimpse of God in Instinct
Thompson, J. 8., born Feb. 20, 1839, died
Conference session
in Dresden.
W F M S anniversary, Mrs H G
i Wentworth, 8.. born Apr. 20, 1816.
McLaughlin, president. Address. Wiley,
insert “N. E. Conf., 1828-’33”.
Rev George K Stokes. D I)
Deaconess’ anniversary, Rev Fred Wilkins was not transferred to N. E. S.
Conf.
Pal lad i no. president.
till 1890.
I
Address,
Miss Alice M Robertson, Boston
APPENDIX B.
Home Mission and Church Extension. Rev Robert Forbes, I> 1), •Insert: Chise.
Hiram, 2nd-1855, Bear
!
Philadelphia
Hill, Sangerville and Charleston; ’56,
Foreign missionary anniversary.
Hudson and Bradford: ’57, discontinued.
Rev George E Stokes, D D, New
Born Henniker, N. H., Sept. 16, 1838;
|
York
died Bradford, Apr. 14, 1881.

Friday

6.00 a m.
8.00am.

Eaat Me. Conf., 1900, Montvilie and
Palermo; ’01, located.
Preston, E. 8. for “N. W. Ind. Conf.,” read

purchaser.

SORRENTO—New hotel and

annex ; thirty-six large rooms; four bath
complete ; extra closets aud lavatories ; rune fireplaces;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath : live fireplaces ;
electric lights : large piazza ; bay aud mountain view; fine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath ; tour fireplaces ;
electric lights ; large piazza; desirable surroundings ; fine
location. Several hundred beautiful
cottage lots in sizes to suit
rooms

OUR LINE
Everything

:

in Music and to make Music with.

OUR SPECIALTIES
Better Pianos than are

usually sold

at

moderate

versal favorite, the Edison Phonograph

;

:

prices ;

that uni-

and the versatile Victor.

Don’t miss coming: in; we will deem it
sonal favor if you will call.

Staples

purchaser: miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
SORRENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist: communication often by boat and rail; library ; church ; boating ;
bathing;
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.

a per-

Piano & Music Co.,

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.
All

business entrusted to

us

will receive the very best attention.

The George H. Grant Co.,
ELLSWORTH,

IVIAUME

MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH," MAINE.
The ElLswortU American

—

only COUNTY

pap«*r.

»

tn Hancock

Mr mMfflsaef

Eugene Thurston, the jeweler, has
secured a window in George Harmon's
music store, and removed his goods from
the Lawton store to that place.

5.

George Madison

Scribner,

of Araes-

his

let

has

j
I

upstairs

Bunker, who will

Harvey

quarry boarding-house.
Millard French and wife have moved
across the bay to keep boarding-house for
Frank BlaisdtU’s quarrymen.
Miss Beulah June, daughter of J. W.
Hardison and wife, of West F'ranklin. is
visiting her uncle, J. U. Hardison.
The ladies’ home union society of the
Methodist Episcopal church had a sociable
and ice-cream party Thursday evening.
Mrs. Thomas Gordon and daughter
l>aisy, who have spent the winter in New

Daisy

Miss

where

Hampshire,

has

teaching, are home.
Nason Springer is reaping quite

been

j
j

Mrs. Gertrude Tolman has recently refrom a business trip to Boston.
Mrs. Fannie Crockett will have charge of
her store at the Tolman hotel daring Mrs.
Tolman's trips to Manset and Cranberry
lalea.

j

church here

ing

j
their
har-

ville

HULL’S COVE.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

of neuralgia, is able to be oat.
Mies Ella C. Sweet remained her dutiee
as teacher in bar Harbor last week.

Dallas Traoey
ness

Monday.

Miss June

hauled in the

A freshet of considerable magnitude has
been in evidence for the past few days.

is

forenoon.

grateful.
April 5.

Mrs. Lawrie is

Aubrey C. Gillmore, who

Rev.

T.

C. Vey Holman, of Bangor,
Bast week on business.

was

in

has been

A

•rm.

The grange will present the
Haven”, in a few weeks.

E. F. Bartlett, wife and daughter Milflred, of Eastbrook, were week-end guests
€>f George Dyer and wife.
Miss Hilda Blaisdell, who spent several
flays at Eastbrook with her grandparents,
J.|L. DeMeyer and wife, is home.
Miss Smith, of Swan’s Island, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Alice Ha vey,
left for Bangor Tuesday, accompanied by
Mrs. Havey.
The newly-organized band, under the

Ed. Atwood lost

Myra Springer, of Hancock,
were week-end guests at L. A. Springer's.
Schools in town opened Monday with
the following teachers: Bernice Lancaster, Jordan's river school; Flora Stratton,
North Lamoine; Elvira Smith, East Lamoine; Myra Spriuger, Partridge Cove.

Fred Foster is having
Kimball’s wharf

heavy gale

Tlie

Testimony

of

People Stands

5.

the Test.

son

commences

sentations

finds out when misrepre-

soon
are

i

Ellsworth people appreciate merit, and
many months ago local citizens publicly
endorsed

•till.

Doan’s Kidney Pills: they do

Would

which

article

a

follows

so

\

Bangor

citizen make the statement

unless convinced that the

just

A

represented?

as

“In 1897 I gave

a

public

my

recom-

I

cannot

add anything to my

original statement, except that during
years which passed there has

been

the
nc

farther symptoms of kidney trouble in
the girl’s

esse.

Doan’s Kidney Pills

can

t>e procured at Moore’s drag store, and 1
#

(uglily recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents,
foster-Mil born Co., Buffalo, New York,
pule agents (or the United States.
ilemember the name—Doah’s—and take
f o other.

her

son

j

carried the

mail

Fred C. Bickford and Guy Cole have left
for York county, w here they are to join
the force in fighting brown-tail moth*.
Gertrude Bickford leave* this
morning for Charleston to resume her
studies at the Higgins classical institute.
New* win received here recently of the
death of W. A. Lawton, on March 21, at
Mis*

ZUrarrtisniimift

tbe

on

considering

in

with

and the second

high school students reLincoln’s life, and the second

garding
prize, ninety-nine years’ subscription to
the Bar Harbor Record, given by the editor, C. B. Bolles.

There has

been

an

in-

Jl

tense

j

will convince

a

Now. here ia some rather atartling evidence of a simple home cure lor eczema
which convinced one lawyer, F. C. Entriken, attorney at Moline, III. He tells
how oil of wintergreen compound mixed
with thymol and glycerine, as in D. U. D.
Prescription, cured him in thirty days
after thirty-two
years of suffering.
“For 32 years.’’ writes Attorney Entri"I
was
troubled with eczema, scabs
ken,
all over my face, body and head. I could
run a hair brush over
my body and the
floor vi ould be covered with scaleB enough
to till a basket. I tried everything
salves,
internal medicine, X Hay-all without re-

competition

-1-

“l.“n

i

Ellsworth,

j

|

has been

Its

and

service is

that

its

rates

this is manifest

equitable;

from the mere

recapitulation-

310.000 telephones.

a

possible

not

argument,
We

a

want the business

customer at every telephone.
to appreciate the

resident subscriber

telephone's potentiaf^value
We will send
tl act

to

the

I

home.

|

agent

—

—

—

against

dealers;

a con-

dif-

explain

to

ferent classes of rates and their

cost, and
as

to

advise the subscriber

to the kind best

adapted

his individual needs.
the Local

to

A word to
will suffice.

Manager

ANNUAL 5TATEHENT
-OF-

HARTFORD

FI RK

Leading Companies.

IN8UR %NCK CO

AiTNA

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT.

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

ASSETS
148.000 00
14,500 00
15,185.373 3*<
936.2M60
2,598,918 25
178.641 H
13,21186

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$20,629,121

admitted,

11.091

Admittea assets,

SI, 1»8.
6 1.271,392 50
11.744 TO 32
511.893 84
2,000,OUOOO
5.089,866 T

Total liabilities and

620,616.023 53

surplus,

INSURANCE

OK HARTFORD

ASSETS DEC.
Real

8i8'^'uli

assets.
items not

Admitted

assets.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1**

Sam*
tii&i
5,gI|!!L-

Aggregate, including capital and
•18*7?**
surplus.

CO.,

CONNECTICUT

6 141,013 38
44.983 33
60,100 00
6.894,884 75
699,717 15
698.243 45
66.115 82
($0,439 87

Fire Insurance Company* of

Hsrtford

Cash capital.
Reserved for reinsurance.
All outstanding claims.
Net surplus,
Total asset* Jan. 1. 1909.

admitted,

Admitted assets.

68.677,517 75
13,108 00

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1908.
$ 450,440 3m
3,946,002 42

Total liabilities and

$3,464,409 75

surplus,

^301*
ts
»#

i5T,9TI S
w *

J. D. BROWN, President.
W. T. HOWE. SecretaryJOHN A. 0O8MU3, AiU«cr

$8,664,102 75

Net unpaid losses.
Ui earned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

FIFTY

admitted.

_

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other 1 (abilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

(31. 1908.

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
assets.
items not

Gross
Deduct

*.’v4"i»g

CONN.

estate.

Gross
Deduct

t>

«

98
45

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

FU4EMX

DEC. 3!.

Real e»t»te.
Ktocks ami bonds.
<'ash in office and bauk.
Agent*’ balance*.
Interest and rents.

620,618,028 53

LIABILITIES DEC.

PANT.

COM

fl.0M.lT75

Agents'balances.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

IN'Sl'KANCK

HAirroto, conk

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1908.

IB., CmvUkcS b? Oil ot Wialsr
[rtf. CwmN.

among the high school sult.
“Just a month ago I was induced to try
students for the prizes, and a large num- i1
l>. D. D. Prescription.
The itch was reber of essays, all of high quality, have
lieved
instantly; so I continued. It is just
been turned in.
; s month now snd i sm
completely cured
; I have not a particle of itch and the scales
WEST TREMONT.
have dropped off.
o»ly “J again CCKK UI8COVL. S. Springer expects to go to tbe MethKKKD. I am now atarting all eczema
odist conference at Ellsworth, going from sufferers on the
right track.’’
there to a meeting of the Springer heirs Ij Cure after cure has been
brought to our
attention and always that instant relief
from the awful itch. E. O. Moore, drogWe often wonder how any person can be
Me.
Foley’s Honey and Tar is a safeguard against persuaded into taking anything but Foley’s giat,
serious results from spring colds, which in- I Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
flame the lunga and develop into pneumonia. ! trouble. Do not be fooled Into accepting
Dr. Daniels
Horse Colic —Cure
Avoid counterfeits by insisting upon having I “own
make”
or other substitutes.
The
euree or money back
the genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar, wh(pn 1 genuine contains no harmful drugs and is in
at say
Q. A. Paacnaa.
contains no harmful drugs. O. A. Paacaaua yellow package.
Insure your hone
Colic.

Charles Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, was a
guest of Miss Hawkins Friday, and attended the rehearsal of the Concert of
Nations, at West Sullivan.
The Pullivan Harbor dramatic club will
present the three-act drama, “Mrs. Briggs,
of the Poultry Yard,” at K. P. hall. West
Sullivan, Wednesday evening, April 7.
H.
April 5.

are

the home:

foresight

approved, that
efficient,

retrospect.

picture

want the

Wolint.

There in nothing that
lawyer except evidence.

the essays by the high school
for the Lincoln priz •, for the

search among the

Miss Josephine Hawkins has been etnployed as clerk in the postoffice, Miss
Carleton having resigned to teach school.

We

ECZEMA CURABLE? PROVEN!
Allow?

prize to Miss
Violet Wilson. The first prize is |5 in j
|
gold, given by Dr. George A. Phillips for
the purpose of encouraging study and reHodgkins

That its

business

Four of Our

day.

best essay on Lincoln's life, the committee
has awarded the first prize to Cleveland

Master Fred Emery was a guest of his
father in Ellsworth Thursday night.

daughter of kidney

care

students

visiting

has

After reading and
much

H.

is

Press Bitpt.

Mr*. W. F. Bruce entertained a party of
young matron* and maid* at dinner Tues-

present route fora large number of years,
and has won the high regard of those with
whom he has been thrown into contact
during that time.

and wife.

Mrs. C. A. Moon

>

trouble.

ningham

Stonington.

mendation of Doan’s Kidney Pills, after

they had cared

as

from

Thomas Page and wife have moved to
Ellsworth.

the Hurry road, Ellsworth, Me.,

on

runs

for

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Mrs. Philena Moon, living three miles

em-

BAR HARBOR.

Manset.

Hodgkins
April 5.

cure

have been

Tbe contract for carrying the mail
between Bar Harbor, Otter Creek, Seal
Harbor and Northeast Harbor has been
awarded to Willard £. Cunningham for
another period for four years. Mr. Cun-

Addie Hodgkins has returned to
Vanoeboro to resume
teaching, after
spending her vacation with her parents,

from kidney ills is looking for.

•ays:

to

they

there.

teacher.

the steamer which

where

man to

a

all.

Byron Moore ha* been in Rockland a
few day*.
Elmer Farren, of Cherry field, ha* moved
hia family here to the H#nry Handy house.

Sinclair and daughter Nora went
Ellsworth Wednesday.
Mr. Sinclair
returned Thursday.
Nora will visit her
aunt, Mrs. Joseph Silvy, and other relatives, for a few weeks.
B.
April 4.

Miss

that lasts is the kind that every sufferer

©ut

on

eujoyed by

5.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Amos

few

steward

[

was

April

with

days last week.
Montgomery Kelley leaves to-day
Bangor, where he will be employed

town a

W. S.
was

morning,

which

to

Lawrence Haslem, who has been employed in Bigelow the past year, was in

made, and merit alone will

•tand the test of time.

as

this

Boston,

winter, Mr. Stanley having been

ployed

S.

Miss Alvira Smith

The public

all

the

keeper—the office and

of

This is
Contented

wore the blue had the greater
gain, and gave the literary entertainment

D. E. Kimball, who has been visiting
his daughter, who is ill in Boston, is home.
Clarence Star ley and family have returned from

and

inter-

desires of all classes of usets—the

side that

where he had his eye removed.

Rider has moved into the AlanGoogins house.

Sijhool

the

week ago.

Mr. Ivang has returned from Portland,

C harles

The test of time is what tells the tale.

addition built

damaged in

manufacturer

coun-

city and country ;
That the Telephone Company
has anticipated the needs and

dependence

sub-licensees.

were

Urge

That there is a necessary inter-

_

Manson Manchester, who has been ill of
is around the house.

EAST LAMOINE.

Ellsworth

was

Sargent.

The W. C. T. U. membership contest has
just closed. Two enthusiastic members—
Mrs. Cora Guptill. and Mrs. Myrtle Uuptill—were captains, and the results were
of
very pleasing. There was a gain
eighteen honorary and 108 active members.
The side that wore tne red ribbon had the
smallest gain, and they gave a nice supper
at the banquet rooms in Masonic hall. The

grip,

Warren

April

a

closely

England

of Feb. 27, 1909,

small dealer—the metropolitan
merchant and the country store-

terests ;

home with Mrs. Pemberton
present,
Mary, wife of Gus Workman, died Tuesday after a few days' illness of pneumonia. She leaves a husband, daughter,
mother and other relatives.
The funeral
was held at the Baptist church Thursday.
;
Schoodic grange, of which she was a
in
attended
a
Rev.
E. 8.
member,
body.
Drew officiated.
5.
E.
April

recently.

an

figures
42,533

as

and

for the

his house.

on

in the four northern New

and social in-

business

woven

will make ber

M. Manchester is very ill of grip.
Mrs. Procter Smallidge has returned
from Boston.

Rena and

Test?

horse

is a unit in its

Telephone

England

England shows:

That this section of the

try

Roxbury, Mass., Saturday, accompanied
by ber neice. Miss Elsie Workman, w ho

A.

drama “Bar

H. Smith died March 29 at the
home of his brother, Capt. E. B. Smith,
For
j after a brief illness of pneumonia.
instruction of Rev. Mr. Chase, will give a three
years he had assisted in his brother’s
concert at the ball Wednesday evening,
store, and won a large number of friends
when a Bangor reader will intersperse by his honest dealings and kind heart.
He was a member of Bar Harbor lodge, F.
and A. M., and of Lamoine grange, from
which was a large attendance at the
fSUbitai.
funeral services in the East Lamoine
church Wednesday afternoon.

Time is the

a

in northern New

Mrs. Inez Pemberton, who was called
here to attend the funeral of ber sister,
Mrs. Workman, returned to her home in

Barbara Moore is ill of grip.
Mrs. Bertha Moore has pneumonia.

Mrs. Julia Covey is quite ill of grip.
pie supper was held in the grange hall
Friday evening.

Richard Dyer is confined to the house
with blood poisoning in one hand and

New

Tlii* tremendous growth here

engineer on steamer Marjorie, and with
family has returned to South Gouids-

The village schools commenced April 5,
as follows:
Primary, Miss
Evelyn C. Hall, of Bucksport; intermediate, .Miss Emma Damon, of Deer Isle;
grammar, Mrs. Lucy P. Leach, of Belfast.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

LAMOINE.

the

be exact, the

to

connected with

with teachers

_

6._T.

town

Development.

showed 310,440, of which

The members of Grindstone lodge, I. O.
O. F., will observe anniversary Sunday,
April 2S, at the Baptist church. Kev. E.
S. Drew will deliver the address. AH Gdd
Fellows are invited.

|

command his vessel.

states ;

F. E. Weston, H. G. Smsllidge, E. C.
and E. W. Whitten were in
Ellsworth Saturday to attend the lecture
given by State Hoad Commissioner Paul

j rector of the Church of Our Father the
the adjourned town meeting held
Alonso Wilbur will move to Sullivan past two years, has resigned his position
afternoon at the townhouse, it
here to accept an invitation to take the
this week.
was voted 73 to 48 to build a high school
in Randolph, Vt. Mr. Gillmore has
Chester Williams, jr., has gone to Bar parish
building at a cost of about $3,000. To
been an earnest worker in the charch, and
many it seemed unwise at this time to add Harbor for employment.
will be greatly missed. The call to Ran•n additional burden to an already overC. J. Murch has moved his mill from tha
I
dolph is a flattering one in that Mr. Gillburdened town, as we had a fairly good Georges
road
a
near
his
to
site
pond
more worked in the same place as a Conplace where the school has been in session house.
gregational minister, three years previous
fur the past four or five years.
Moses Abbott went to Fairfield last to coming here, and is now asked to
April 7. _Ch’e'eb.
week to have Dr. Hooper examine hia come back as an Episcopalian. His many
lame hand with X-rays. Two bones were
friends here wish him the best of success.
FRANKLIN.
found to be broken.
Anns.
April 5.
left last week to
Capt. Edward
April

of

Telegraph Company

Hammond

Saturday

Dyer

£
t^

Li*

mem

310,000 telephones

are over

the system

boro.

D.

of

Story
There

his

farm.

very

At

wrench
afr,;^

Thursday.

A

Fred Hamilton has completed his work
as

visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. Robert Phillips.
Mrs. Raymond Hanscom, who has had a
a
Adelbert Clark shot bob cat recently.
Stanley Lawrie is improving slowly, severe attack of appendicitia, it convalesWarren Clark is suffering from a slight
being able to sit up s few minutes each cent.
•hock.
day.
Adfer Strout and wife, Charles HinckRoy Smith, of Lamoine. is here sawing
Henry Jellison and wife are at home ley and wife, Forrest Dickey and Mi*e I net
staves.
from Clair, N. B., where they have spent
Dickey were in Waltham last week.
The schools are scheduled to commence the w'inter.
The young men here had a chopping
April 12.
Miss Libby Wilbur, who has been work- match last Tuesday for Orient Brewer.
(
Everett Morse is engineer at John W. ing for Mrs. Marcia Bragdon, has returned Mr. Brewer has been in very poor health
(
Blaisdell’s mill.
to her home in East brook.
all winter, but is improving slowly.
The sawing of spool bars at the mill was
Mr. Hall and Mr. Morgan moved their
About twelve men, neighbors of Mrs. j
Bertha Lawrie, gathered at her home one families to the Carpenter farm last Thurscompleted Thursday.
Shirley Dunbar has gone to Boston, afternoon recently and prepared a good j day. They have leased the place for a
where he has employment.
pile of wood for the stove, which they year, and will run a dairy and vegetable
Williams

mi

While changing from one
train t„
other • few days ago a bride
her ankle very badly. She wa,
would be lame for some time,
forth,lnku
pained her and waa swelling r,-^.
One of her fellow passengers
brought
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment.
The

Mrs. Alfred Hamilton on Friday entertained at tea, which a as followed by an
evening party for her granddaughters, the
Misses Bickford, and her niece. Miss

Miss Marion Tracy, of Hebron academy,
is spendiug her vacation with her parents,
B. E. Tracy and wife.

Mrs. Lelia Grey is serioualy ill.
Mrs. Estelle Stanley, who has been ill

will begin Monday, April 12.
was in Ellsworth on busi-

School

.

A BRIDE SPRAINS

years

conference.

with relatives here.

I

R.

April 3.

life she has left as a rich legacy to ns of the
to those who will take our places.
We have said “good bye" but not forever.
8he has crossed the shadowy vale
In response to the Master's nail;
6he has left earth’s cares behind;
Mountain steeps she dared to climb.
And when she reached their lofty height.
Winged her way to realms of light.
C. G. Chase.

a

Mrs. Lydia Smith, who has been spending the winter with her siater, Mrs.
Charles Blance, left for her home in Ash-

Lyrnau Gray, of Gouidsboro, wu in
town Monday.
vest of skunks, which have taken up
abode under his barn. He sets his trap,
Mrs. Henry Workman and son, G. A.
and each morning he is pretty sure to have
Workman, left for Brewer Saturday.
has caught six so far.
He
one.
Mrs. Emily Freeman waa called to Bar
church.
0. C. Hutchinson and wife, of Prospect
Methodist Harbor three weeks ago by the serious Harbor, are guests of Capt. I. B. Foss and
Sister Clark has not only been a consistent
Pastor Macomber of the
Christian, but an active, energetic worker in church has been making calls in this illness of her sister, Mrs. Nettie Hamor, wife.
%
nil that appertained to the social nplift of the
vicinity before going to conference. It is which we regret resulted in death. M rs.
Shirley Joy sod wife, who have been
community. She especially endeared herself not
sbe will come back to preach, Hamor was well and favorably known
expected
to all who met her and came to know her peremployed at the Granite hotel, Went Sullialthough she had a unanimous call to here, where she had often visited her sis- van, are at home.
sonally. She will be greatly missed, but the
She was well liked, not only in the ter, and much sympathy is felt for the become.
memory of her gentle, sweet, unassuming,
W ilium H. Sargent, who has been away
a lady whom
reaved family.
helpful influence will not fade away with the church, but outside as well,
several months, is spending a few days
5.
Spray.
love
and
none
could
fail
to
She
has
but
April
her
respect.
passing generation.
gone,
present and

few

ago.
Rev. Q. W. M. Keyes and wife left this
morning for Ellsworth, where they will
be entertained at Dr. L. L. Larrabee’s dursummer

one

WINTER HARBOR.

turned

a

wfocrtwcmcnu.

Dairy triple hospital, Cleveland, O., after a
long, painful illness. Many will recall
Mr. Lawton, who supplied the Union

stopped the pain at once and
the grammar school here, boarding with next day.
down the swelling, and next
dayheranhL
Mrs. Cousins until the end of the term.
was almost ss strong a.t ever.
| W. A. Clark, sr., will leave to-day for Genevieve Cole.
a surhim
Roland
Mrs. George Gilley was called to Ston- | Provinoetown, Mass., to resume his work
friends
Mr.
L.
of
gave
Deasy’s
Capt.
Bishop,
Scranton fc
ington Saturday by the sudden death of ! on the Pilgrim’s monument,
prise party Thursday evening which was •ay*:-“On the 7th of this pre».nt
her father. She was accompanied by her
The “April fool” cake at as I was leaving the building at
F. L. Provan preached bis farewell much enjoyed.
Rev.
noon f»
j
the supper caused a good deal of fun. The lunch, I alipped and fell,
sermon here at the Methodist church Sundaughter Flora.
spraining
cards
and
a
with
I
wrist.
returned
in
He
will
leave
for
conference
at
Ellsthe
evening passed quickly
Hosea Hodgdon, who at last writing I day.
afternoon,
at four o’clock 1 could not hold a
worth to-day.
was thought to be improving, has failed
graphopbone concert
pencil,,
I
hand.
returned
home al five
fast, the brain trouble increasing, so that I The drama given Saturday evening at
The ladies’ aid society gave a successful my
o’clock
s
and
bottle of Sloan's
purchased
arrangements are being made to take him the hall, entitled, “The Minister's Courtmeasuring party at Columbus hall on the
Uni.
ment and used it live or six time,
to a hospital for treatment.
ship,” under the management of Mrs. W. evening of March 31. Singing, recitabefore;
went to bed, and the next day I
James Scott and wife, who spent the | I). Thurston, was very good, but o» ing to tions and a graphopbone concert furwaiibg
to go to work and use my hand as
winter in Aroostook county, have returned the bad weather the attendance was not so nished entertainment. The dialogue by
uim.
aure I would be laid
up ,n(iu
Harbor. Mrs. Scott was large as hoped for. Much praise is due all the children was much enjoyed. Ice- I thought
to Southwest
we are busy I was very much
much missed in the Methodist choir. Mr. who took part.
Proceeds, for minister's cream and cake were served at the close of cheerfully recommend Sloan',worried ;
Liniment
the exercises.
Scott will continue bis business in Odd salary, $15.
to all persons who may injure theroselm
5.
C.
in
5.
Thelma,
way.”
any
April
block.
Fellows
j
j April

in this week.
Coleman Cousins, of Eastbrook, with
family, has moved into T. M. Blaiadell's

came with her parents to Beechland, a district in Franklin, when she was seven years
of age. She leaves to mourn her loss seven
children. Two others passed on before, making nine in all. She also leaves two sisters
and a brother—Mrs R A French. Franklin;
Mrs. A. Tripp, Sullivan, and W W W >odwortb, Beechland.
Our sister married John Tyler C'ark Sept.
26. 1861.
They both, with their eldest daughter, joined the Baptist church. Franklin, in
1877. At the present time all the children but
At the time when
one are church members.
Mrs Clark united with the church occurred
the greatest revival in its history, between
•ixty and seventy being added to the Baptist
church and quite a number to the Methodist

also E. L.

J

move

Zion's Herald prints the following on the
death in Franklin, March 16, of Mrs. Nellie R. Clark, wife of Deacon John T. Clark,
aged sixty-two years, eleven months:
Mrs. Clark was born in Hopewell. N. 8.. bu

meeting;

_

tenement to

OBITUARY.

the

bury, Mass., with a complete geanology
of the Springer family.
Mrs. O. W. Cousins spent last week at
Thelma.
April 1.
Sutton and Cranberry Isles, visiting Mrs. I
Millard Spurting and other friends.
L. W. Kumill and wife took a trip to
Lloyd Rice, of Sutton island, will enter liar Uarbor last Tuesday, coming back the

EAST FRAN RUN.

WEST FRANKLIN.

•t

other page*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

fact, she may not do any pastoral work
her mother’s
a time, on account of
health. She has demonstrated herself to
be a faithful pastor, a grand sermonizer,
The people part
and a loyal Christian.
with her with regret.

COUNTY NEWS.

Ma

Island teachers’ convention will be
held at Somesville. May 10.

for

April

Ctiwu) ITomo

The

In

county.

Franklin, April 14. A descendant of
Charles Christopher Springer settled at
Hancock, and L. S. Springer's grandfather
and his father were born at Hancock.
The heirs from all the New England states
and many of the western states will be
represented. Alex. W. Baird, esq., of St.
John, N. B., who has been to Wilmington
recently examining the records, will be at

COUNTY NEWS.

selections. Miss Gladys Bragdon will be
cornet soloist.
The town will be well represented in Ells
There
worth during conferen?e week.
seems little prospect that Miss M. F. Macomber will be returned to this charge.

American has subscribers at 107
tf the 111 post-offices in Hancock county.
An tne other papers in the County com
Mnrd do not reach ao many. The American it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
he, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; ali tht
rest are merely local papers. The circulate
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
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General insurance Agency,
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Penobscot, April 6, at 1 o’clock. The relatives have the sympathy ol many trtenda,
among whom the deceased had lived lor
many years.
Mrs. Herman Perkins and little son
James are spending a lew weeks in Bullaat
with relatives.

W«

*

BLUEHILL.
Old* end family left for the
Bev. R- L.
28.

feat March
Babaon and Jennie GrinU^acr Mebelle
”1 Colby, end Norman Mayo, U. of
on a

tre home
?

I

in contact with the

,n

Itimubb woman,and
cburch.
|tbe baptist

a

of several months, borne
Alter an illness
or complaint, Miss
ithout murmuring
fell peacefully asleep
milt- 1’. Wood
Since tbe death of her mother in
and kindly cared for
01'Sbe faithfully
three brothers, twoof whom-Stephen

Miss Lila Dunbar and Miss Sadie Littlefield have returned to theirschool in Binehill alter spending their vacation at their
homes here.

wil’l.

He

and Krankiin died more than twenty
in a quiet way, still
ago. Living
has been unusually far,r influence
the impress of
aching, for she bee left
her large store of informatrpure mind,
artistic taste and taleut,
0D her natural
with the young, on more
rr sympathy

Mrs.

Leach has returned trom
been railed there by
illness and death ol her mother, Mrs.
Lucy Pattern

^ars

the

Tbe selectmen have moved their office
Irorn tbe town hall to rooms over B. H.
Leach’s store, which are much more desirable in every way.

many “rise np
a sister
jlrs. c. H. Osgood, of West Virginia,
rrself neirly eigbty-eix years of age, and
brother-Robert H., now paet eighty,
old home and for
bo is kit stone in the
ia expressed. Kev.
bom much sympathy
I. H. McBride conducted a most appro-

ideal)

blessed”.

her

Alice

Lynn, Mass., having

and

generation,

one

isn

She leave*

There were no services at the Methodist
church Sunday on account ol the illness
ol Rev. C. H. Qrenon. There will also be
no services next Sunday, as the pastor expects to be at tbe East Maine conference
at Ellsworth.
Woodlockb.
April 6.

service Saturelay afternoon, April 3.
help of kind neighbors and the gifts
(owers are mnch appreciated.

ve
He

conference which will
in Ellsworth.

convene

this week

Mrs. Mary Lee Bowden, of Caatine, with
her little daughter, is visiting her parents,
Fred F. Wardwell and wife. Mrs. Bowden’s health is much improved since her
return from the hoepital.
L.
April 6.

EAST SURRY.
Sarah Stinson will goto Isles boro to-day
to teach.

KNDBAVOa SOCIAL.

SEDGWICK.
George E. Closson has built a boat for
Fred King, and hss another began.
Arthur N. Dority has purchased a pair
Vsrden Lord, of Surry, has been paper- of fine horses.
Mrs. E. W. Newman and daughter
hanging and kalsomining toe Mrs. Bancil
Sinclair.
Louise, of Boston, are guests at Traveller’s
Mrs. Susan Mosley, of Ellsworth, is Home.
Miss Susie £. Cole left Thursday for
spending a week with her sister, Mrs. J.
A. Chatto.
Bar Harbor, where she will be employed
and a song
Jennie
Littlefield,
idgeanil
Mrs. James F. Carey has arrived from as cook at the hospital.
three young ladies.
Boston to spend the spring and summer
There will be an Easter concert at the
Mn. Lord read the poem “How We
Baptist church Sunday evening, by the
iroed the Money", written by Mrs. at bar cottage.
syo. The full amount raised was fZ1.36.
Mrs. Mary Stinson is in New Hamp- children of the Sunday school.
one-made candy was served and guestcalled there by the illness of Mrs.
Mrs. S. J. Closson, who has been spendshire,
and
games enjoyed.
I contents
Aflle Brown, a relative.
ing the winter with her daughter, Mrs. F.
i
HUW Wl IA»SO TUB MOMMY,
Charles Henderson, of South Bluebill, H. Bridges, has returned to her home here.
certain society nameless shall be.
it its members all voted to agree
was at M. D. Cbatto’s Saturday to make
The ladies’ public improvement society
raise together a certain amount,
held a sale and supper at Riverside hall,
plans to build a cistern.
«bouid be ten dollars by actual count.
told w gather together one thousand cents?
Omar Stevens is moving to the Newell Wednesday evening. A goodly sum was
e would fry, by all purposes and intents;
»r the new piano baa gladdened our hearts
Treworgy place recently vacated by Her- realized.
Ub the cheer its music always imparts;
man Treworgy, who has moved to EllsGrangers from this part of the town atid at we enjoy it, we wanted to share
Xbe following report of the Endeavor
eisl of tin Congregational church held
irch 28, is printed by request of the
detv. The program opened with a
•fee service. “The Battle Hymn of the
ipabiic was sung as a solo, all Joining
the chorus. There waa a piano solo by
Us Leach, vocal duet by Abbie Par-

me parted the burden that all most bear,
tlove to be generona and donate our mite,
ittbe catis are many tb it come in sight,
id tbe flame ghost rises at every call,
to though we cry "d ten", he needs not at
all.
will tell you is
« name of this ghost I

April

C.

5.

for her mother who is quite infirm.
L. Sargent will move his family to the
house thus vacated.

to

raise it?” is right at band.
is wide with “ways and

we

pie-suppers”, while trembling
with fears.
t has sat. like Poe’s raven, just over the
door,
it has not been known yet to say, “Never
more."
•ome one invented another plan
at could not be trod on by fool of man.
csune for himself the hose were too small,
id too dainty by far, and embroidered
witbai
itbiilkeu finish all round and aboat.
there wasn't a chance for dimes to slip out
mentunnp, many an error was made
'Methodical women, 1 am afraid,
d tbe proceeds increased so fast by their
measure,
ell say nothing more, as it adds to oar
treasure.
lecute little “aoxes” came home every one,
Uh their contents intact, and their mission-work done.
withe ghost of tbe “How” has been slain
once more,
at the uext

fore.

call he will rise,

as

About
are

was

a

men are

now.

at work

on

the

Mrs. Annie

after
H.

p

a severe

Lucy.

postmaster, is making
repairs upon the interior of

N

widow of
Samuel
the
home of
her

delivered

Italians.

visit to Belfast.

a

cove

and

lecture there last week.

Bennett, of Oriand, has been sawing firewood here with his gasolene en-

The schooner George W. Huddle, of Ston-

The younger members of the grange
shingled one side cf the hall roof last

Loren

a

person free from
troubled with Debility.

Catarrh

is

discharging

coal

to

cure

fjptv.

In

every case where
fee will not charge

*

t4tar>,

Catarrh,

and

we

of the pastor, there
preaching service in the

to the illness

been

has

no

Sundays.
Rev. Mr. Urenon is recovering
Bhingles and hopes to be able
church for two

the
to attend
from

the East Maine conference at Ellsworth
this week.

April

H.

5.

a

Benjamin Condon

is

on

cent for

J^makv-

this offer
j®86 "e know and have time and
Proved that Kexall Mucu-Tone w ill
for that one
wjjjkrrh. It is designed
It is not a cure-all
purpose.
J.,,1” to
cnre «verv disease that tlesh
bi?»to- It ‘8 a
specific. Kexall Mucu& i*
absorbed in the stomach and
by the blood until it penetrates
the body, acting as aw antiPtic s1
g?*<usin tenting, cleansing, soothing
“gent. It rids the system of
I
find poisonous matter, purifies
5riches
the blood, rebuilds injured
^
u
•Cleanses and invigorates the rnuco- |
cutralizes the acids of the body, !
QCU8
discharge, tones up the entire
•hir
Promotes
nutrition, increases
^ an<*
brings about a feeling of

tliat
lasting.
^wU€d8
Kexall Mucu-Tone in two sizes.
*8

poZ£“'naUv-

urge you to try

Moore’

days this week.
Mrs. Ezra Williams is spending a few
weeks in Bangor with her daughter, Mrs.
Emery

^transaction.
these statements and

'■°k

St
39
4 4ft
4
4

12 06
12 1ft.
12 18).
12 26

6

02

6

08

16 14
6 72
6 80
6 98
6 40

;

j

1 05.
1 40
7 2ft

8 40

Bankrupts Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Levi T. Davis,

|

a

H.

Stennie-

School will begin
April 19.
E. B. Hodgkins spent

in

district No. 6

last week

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that be may be decreed by the court to have a fall discharge
from all debts provable against bis estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted bylaw from such discharge.
Dated this llih day of May, a. d. 1908.
Lavi T. Davis,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notiee Thereon.
District op Maims e».
On this 3d day of April, a. d. 1909, or
reading he foregon g petitiou, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
bad upon the same rn
tbe 28d
day of
d.
before
said
court
1908,
April, a.
at tea
at
in
said
Portland,
district,
in
o’clock
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a new spaper printed in said district, and that all known creditor!, and other
persons in intere-t. may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is fun her orde ed by tbe court, that
tbe clerk shall send »*y mail to all known
creditors copies of s«id petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of tht said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 3d day of
April, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hkwky, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petiiion and order thereon.
Attest:—J«Mk8 E. Hbwey, Clerk.

April

Torrey

hill Saturday.

Stephen

Chatto and

visiting their

wife,

of

Seaville,

son.

Miss Mary Candage has returned from
Bangor, where she spent the winter.
Bryon Dow has returned to Bluehill

Tuesdays

laudlnae.
v

«*

mohhk.

Nten*. Bar

(l.irU

r.

i gemma.

Marion Staples and Mrs.
ill of grip.

S.

E.

.X^mtxnuuu*.

are

!
\

Imianus

join their yacht.
Capt. E. L. Holden, in schooner Florence
A. Leland, sailed Friday for Sullivan to j
load paving for New York. James Robbins, John Weed and Cecil Hardy are in

THE OLD RELIABLE
114

H.

5.

i

William Crabtree is employed at
Crabtree’s.

Miss Bessie Gordon, of
visiting at A. L. Young’s.

Sullivan, is

Irving Smith, of Ellsworth, is working for H. D. Ball & Son.
Dr. George Phillips, of Sullivan, spent
Sunday with his father.
Mrs. A. L. Young and Miss KatheriJ e
Hale were in Ellsworth one day last week.
H. Whiting Ball is sending a few
days with his parents, Henry Ball and

April

E.

5.

NOKTII BLUEHILL.

Miss

days at

Bray left to-day for Somes island.
Belle Butler recently spent a few
A. E.

Weacott'e.

A. T. Gillis has been

hauling phosphate

from the steamboat wharf.
C. Carroll Dunbar has gone to Eagle,
where he expects to have employment this
summer.

Misses Lydia and Jennie Grindle entertained about thirty friends at tbeir home
last

Tuesday evening.

If you have backache and urinary troubles
you should take Foley’s Kidney Remedy to
strengthen and build up the kidneys ho they
will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble
may develop. G. A. Parcher.

3000
in
Maine
Alone

Freezers,
Stationary
Engines,
Supplies

The perfect system

and

at the great Ansted CBu Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect

Repairs

n

flour.
It is tested every half hour day and
most exacting scientific tests. This insures absoin baking
satisfaction
lute
all the time.

night by the

wife.

3.!

J

PRICE RIGHT
Pumps,
Ice Cream

HANCOCK POINT.
A. B.

to 15 H. P.

|

crew.

WilliamTell
Flour
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Notice.

contracted with the City of Ellstli to support ..nd care for those who
the next five
may ne*-i assist.nee during
yeors md aie ley.*! residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting tfieni on my mcoomtot
wn»
taod iuots locu.e ivu iiicrn at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummky.

If1

A

N f;

wo:

tSantung.

ANSTED a BURK COMPANY. MUlet
SfrivCxU. OLo

rFor Sate at Your Grocer *t

WmiCGiiih, adyues & Co.

is what your money wil
invested in shares of the

EI.I.'WOliTII ]• alls, me

Ellsworth

____________

it are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and renewed health by the use of Cream Balm. Bold
by all druggists for 50 cents, or mailed by Ely
Bros.. 56 Warren Street, New York.

marine engines

to

after visiting his grandparents here.
D.
April 5.
is here.
Sloop Stinson, Capt. Otis Candage,
at
sociable
the
a
ladies
The
Minister—Then
j
don't
think
I
gave
The young
you
He will start at once carrying clams to the
ball Monday evening with their usual j
practice wbat I preach, eh? The Deacon
factory.
all.
No, sir; I don’t. You've been preachin’
good Buccess. It was much enjoyed by
Brooks Gray, Cecil Gray and Kufus on the
subjec’ o’ resignation fur two years,
J. 8. Archer will start for Boston MonDavid
are
out.
been
ill,
Chatto, who have
an’ yet hivna resigned yit.
day to visit bis sons Hiram and Gle taon.
will visit his Bon ;
On his return he
of your old enemy, i
I Shake off the grip
Itching piles provoke profanity, but proClifford and daughter Maud in Dryien
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely’s Cream Balm.
fanity won’t cure them. Doan's Ointment
and also make a visit in Lewiston.
Then will all the swelling and soreness be
cures itching, bleeding or protruding piles
driven outof the tender, inflamed membranes.
April
after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
The fits of sneezing will cease and the disAdvt.
as to yourself,
charge, as offensive to others
During the spring every one w°Md'jebeueIt
fUted by taking Foley’s Kidney Remedyafter will be stopped when the causes that produce
to the kidi ays
Esta brook.

furnishes u needed tonic
the
the extra strain of winter, and it purities
causing
blood bv stimulating the kidneys »nd from lt
them to eliminate the Import'd* life
new
Foley’s Kidney Remedy impart*?archer. apd
vigor. Pleasant to take. CJ A.

nr»,

put

Frank F. Hardy, jr., and Harold E.
Hardy went to Fair Haven last Thursday,

F. S.

Kufus Chatto is having a furnace put in
his cellar.
Grace Candage returned home from Blue-

j

5 p

his bouse.

into

Q*

5.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

few

Ho-ace Howard Furness,
theCitvand < ounty of Philadelphia,
&
State of Pennsylvania, hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of
ANNIS LEE WISTER, late of said CITY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
debased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will; and that he has appointed
Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth, Hancock County, Maine, his agent resident in said State
of Maine as the law directs.
All persona
having demands against the esiate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Horace Howard Fcrness.
March 9, 1999.

tc k m. or on nrilvnl ot
Leave Kock’and hi
stenno— fr>>ni Bo-ion. Wednesday hi d Saturday
Har llatbor.
fo?
Bluet.ill, hiim Intermediate

iSiih

had gas

Bagdduce hall March 30.

are

Steamer leave* K*.»rr»n at
and Krld ye for Ruekltnd.

May.

Powers has

subscriber.
rpHE
of

RETURNING

has spent
Blanchard,
J
the last week with her sister, Mrs. Rodney
has
returned
to
her
home
in
Massn!
Copp,

Capt. Collins

at

"null-west

Ion.

speedy recovery.
Roscoe Holmes, of Ellsworth, Messrr.
her

April 5.

Harbor

Thursday for Seal Harr,

Bankruptcy.

IaVl

Steamer JuMeilc leaves Bluehl'l at 8 a m,
Mond* * ar.d Th rsdays lor couth BluehiB,
West Tremom Rroekiln, S. denies, deer Isle.
•» w.th
Brook hv tile dark Hart*
SargertvlH
and Rockland, coiimcling with rieamer for Bos

with his

ma'jy friends of Mrs. T. T. Leland

The

Bar

Catherine

in,
Hominy and
Virt re-l
«i..t

In

judge or tne District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
T. DAV18, of Frenchboro, in the
county of Hancock and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, tbst on the 7th day of March, laet
post, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
tbe Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered all hie
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with ail the requirements of said
acts and oi the orders of coun touching his

tlaibnr.
l* igton Norib Haven and Rockland, connect! "a wltli ►learner lor Bo-ton.

Linwood in Pittsfield.

hope for

a

or,
Slot

J)

Bankrupt.

To tne Hon. Clarence Hale,

Mrs.

Grind ie, Bates college, spent
the past week at his home here.
Stillman Grindle and wife left last week
for North Carolina, where he has a tine
Wade L.

Mth. Gertrude Williams is quite ill.
Ezra Williams and daughter Ruth are
the latest grip victims.
Rev. Ida Garland was a guest of Mrs

Jt

5.

bus.-

nesa.

GREAT POND.

under such conditions. We take all
n° one else can lose anything by
.,

We

?7

Eastern Stemsliip Compel

8

April

quite poorly.

Mrs. S. B. Condon is in Boston

cure

Medicine employed during the trial.
♦
®WOly no one shoulg hesitate to bete u$
or to put our claim to a
practical

Mtkk* an<*f1-00-

school opened March 29,
Rumill, of West Tremont,

TRENTON.

his

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

8.

fail to

April

Miss

Owing

brought
Castiue March 31,
Brooksville and interred in Hie Hill cemewas aged
Blake
Mrs.
3.
tery Friday, April
seventy-one years, six months.
Tomson.
April 5.

Debility

thus

/
term of

Mrs. Katie Mitchell, who has been living at Mrs. E. M. Higgins’ the past year,
has gone to Cranberry Isles to live.

week.

died at

was

°*ver be cured by medicine not de?r'e<* to < ure Catarrh.
We positively

Uraotee

47

11

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth
to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M'DONALD.
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
Genera) office, Portland, Me.

Charles Bordeaux and wife have been

Mias Lida
teacher.

40

11

Passengers

visiting friends in Ellsworth the past
Spring

II

Brow, •* Dtm' M*

FT

cure

NORTH DEER ISLE.

CAUSES DEBILITY.
a

SOUND.
J. Marry Higgins, of Bar Harbor, is repairing Fernald Bros’, wharf at this place.

weak.

7 06
7 13
7 28
17 38
17 41
7 44
7 60
8 20
8 4ft

MHy

eleventh d»T «f Ange*. n. d. lWt, »»d reoorded Is the mMtr; of deed, of H«n*oek
oonntjr, book at, fcgo tn, con.ejod to the wider. Igoed PionowOobb * Company, a ooot William T. Oobb, N.
portnershlp oowpoOrd
Cobb, Hu; A. C Norton. Jennie C. Bailor.
William
T. and N. F. Oobb.
Norton
sod
F. C.
trnetees. all of Book lend, oounty of Kook,
sad stole of Hsiao. oodO. W.B. Oobb, of at.
Loole. in tbo etotoof Mieooeri, a certain parcel Of real estate elteate In said Dear Isle, and
bonoded end described a. follow., to wit:
A certain lot or panel ot lend, with the
building, tbere li. eituete in aaid Deer lele,
and bounded nod escribed oe folio*.: Beginnln. on tbe westerly .1, e of the town road
leading from hansel to Dunham's Point and
st tbe northeasterly comer of land of Coatrney Eaton; thence westerly on line ol said
Eaton's lat-d to the shore; thence by said
shore southerly by land of B. W. Knowlton;
theci e ssteriy by land of s«id Knowlton to
the said town road; thence by said rood’to ihe
plat e of btginning, containing six acres, more
or less, sad being the »ame p opefty devised
to this gram or by Bben J. Br*wn, late of said
D.er Isle, deceased, by his will daud May 7,
a. d.
I90». «a*d will ce«ng approved and allowed by O. P. Canalugh:«ui. judge oi probate
fur the county or Hancock, at a term of tbe
pro >ate couit t eld at Ellsworth, Marne, on
the sevt utii day of July *- d. 1908.
And whereas the c. ndi.ion of said mortgage bus been b>often, no v therefore by reason of the nre.ich oi tue ondiiion tneieof. we
claim a f« reclo-u<eor said mortgage.
Rockland, Maine, Keoiuary 15.19U9.
Francis Cobb & Co.
By E. B. Micalliat' /their attorney.
sped ily authorized.
William T Cobb,
By E. B. Macaliisier. his attorney.
specially authorized.
N. F. Cobb
By E. B. Macailiste-, his attorney.
-pec-ally authorized.
Ma.iy A. C. aOi<to
By E. B Macalliate-, he aitorney,
specii ly authorized.
JESSIE O. bl'Ti si.
attorney,
Bj|E. b. JU«bv-.til s er h
specially authorized.
F. C Nor-iox.
By E. B. Macaliisier, his attorney,
specially authorized.
William T. Cobb. I«___
N. F. Cobb.
| Trustees.
By E. B. Mocsilister, tbeir attorney.
specially authorized.
C. W. S. Cobb.
By E. B. Macaliisier, bis attorney,.
specially authorized.

ft 44 11 15
4 18 ;ft 40
16 68 11 26 14 21 1ft 49

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.89
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
j stops on signal to conductor.
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Jnnctioa.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Mias Mary Turnbull, who has had employment in Washington, D. C., during
the winter, returned home last Friday.
Anoh.
April 5.

gine.

i Lynn, Mass.,

Wion.

Schools commenced March 29, taught by
Miss Eva Springer in this district, and
Miss Ruth Davis in Eden district.

chusetts.

the village school is
The spring
to be taught by Miss Grace M. Gray, of
South Brookb\ ille.

April

Patten,

a

Edward Skelton, accompanied by his
daughter
Saturday, April 3. mother, Mrs. Alexander Snow, returned
Fremains will be brought here Mon- to Brunswick this morning.
ff»and the funeral will be held at North
Sidney Hawes lost a nice year-old colt position.
The animal was
The studeots in town who attend Bluelast Friday
night.
'APurtiacmaiift.
strangled by getting his head through a hill academy returned to their school the
hole in the partition ol his stall.
past week
Schooner Lavolta, Capt. W. C*. Beliatty,
School^ in town begin April 26. Miss
has been taken out of her winter quarters Ethel St over, of Bluehill, will return to
Here Are Fads Backed lip By a
the sch 3ol here.
at Henry’s cove, and sailed (or Stonington
R. 1.
to load random stone for Providence,
j The Cove dramatic company presented
Strong Guarantee.
1
Blake, who the 'four-act drama, “Valley Farm”, at
klility i- caused by catarrh. In our j The remains of Mrs. Elsie
to
were
at

Melvin Foster has moved from Bar Harbor to his cottage here for the summer.

son

Mrs. Urenon made ajvieit to the

Mrs. Maggie Blodgett is having a cistern
built in the teller ol her dwelling.
There will be a supper and entertainment at the chapel Thursday evening,

post office.

f
!

is able to be out
attack of grip,

Harbor to

Hutchins and little daughter
quite ill.

returned from

quar-

WEST BROOKSVILEE.

Cushman,

W needed

John Stanley has removed his family
from his home to that of his father.

Byrde Hatch will return to Stockton Stafford and
Frank Connors, of Bar HarSprings to teach the coming term.
bor, were at the Stafford farm Sunday.
Mrs. Dosia Gray and Urban Leach have
Mrs. Mabel
who

on

[Mrs. Archer Bridges

to Bar

Bertha have been

About one-half of them

ington, Capt. Blake,

be-

has gone

teach.

and machinery for Latty Brothers at the
granite wharf.
The tirst summer visitors of the season,
Dr. French and family, are occupying
Wayside lodge. T. T. Harvey has a crew
of men at work completing Dr. French’s
cottage at Orcutt’s harbor.
U.
April 5.

days last

few

LenA Hatch

term of

PENOBSCOT.
Leach
in Boston
^ti«
kek
business.

126

S.

5.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Friday.
ries here

care

April

New York with cut stone Friday.
The schooner Nelson Y. McFarland discharged freight at the steamboat wharf

eaten

bough

Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.......
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Snllivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

Winfred Bracy spent last week in Bangor with his father, W. H. Bracy.

A.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

• acquaintance
Mrs. George N. Littlefield is very low.
menus \
kd be always lingers “behind the scenes”,
Addie Bates has been quite ill the past
ibasht-ardof “pink teas”, and a “cooked
week.
food «ale*\
time suppers'“and “grab bags” that never!
The town fathers are busy taking valufail;
K old folks' concerts” and “galleries of art”, ations and settling tire bills.
id in “guessing contests” he's had a oart.
The schooner Addie Augusta cleared for
l'« seen
:rth ay bags” with pennies for !

id

WIIIUI

Mrs. Nettis Higgins bss moved into P.
P. Smith’s bouse.

Mount l*ese?f sml Hlunhilt division
Sidney Higgins has bought a new horse.
Miss Rubie Tracy, of Seal Harbor, spent
worth.
tended the social and supper at North last week with her
FIR£T CLASS FARE
grandmother, Mrs. E.
Mrs. Minnie Thurston, of Brockton, Sedgwick, Friday evening. An enjoyable M. Higgins, while her mother, Mrs.
liar Hnrbor anil Boston
time is reported.
Charles Tracey, was visiting her sister, Between
i Mass., is visiting her brother, E. C. Lord.
She was called here by the illness of her
Mrs. IL A. Bracy has moved from the Mra. George E. Dunton, at Southwest
#3.00.
Cain house to the home of her late father, Harbor.
mother, Mrs. Mary Lord.

• motu>. I think, mast surely be “Now”;
ir when money is needed to meet some de-

maud.
ii “Hoxc Khali

^

few dmyc

s

Henry Bridges is preparing to build a
George White end wife, of Ur lend, ere
weir this season at the shipyard beach.
Devereux Hanaon is at home from
gnests at R. C. Hegerthy’e.
Clifford Coggins, who has been ill, is
Orono.
Ire Colwell, who hes bed employment et
I recovered is able to resume his studies at
Lake View the peat six months, is home.
Augustine Wardwell has employment at Bloehill
academy.
Hall’s mill.
April 6.W,
Henry Young and wife left this morning
Isaac Dunbar baa gone to Destine to
for Bar Harbor, where they expect to find
lUOmBt gnu SUgwbgs’fassist in building weirs.
employment during the summer.
Mrs. Etta Webster has returned from
Maurice Gray, of Sargentville, who has
Mrs. Frances Earn ham’s.
been with his sister. Mrs. W. V. Coggins,
Mrs. John Dority, who has been very ill the past
week, has returned home.
of gastric fever, is better.
Commencing, Oct. 5, 1908.
Men and boys to the number of twenty
Norman Conner is borne, after
BAR HARBOR TO BANGORan
gave Del man Mann a chopping bee last
absence of several months.
week, which was much appreciated by BAR HARBOR
Mrs. Lydia Dority, recently stricken him, as he has been in ill health some Sorrento.
Sullivan.
with paralysis, is in a critical condition.
time.
Mt DesertFerry
Mrs. Augusta Leach returned Tuesday
The Helping Hand society met for the Waukeng S Fy
Hancock.
from a week’s visit in Augusta and Port- last evening session for this season at Frank If Road
land.
Hollis Bonsey’s last Thursday evening, Wash’gt’n Jun<
ELLSWORTH
MrB. W. O. Conner, who was at A. E. when a very pleasant time was passed. Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Refreshments
were
served
and
the
memGreen Lake.I 11 86 12g81
Vacuum's;in Penobscot several days, is
6 24 ell 19
bers, after agreeing to meet next Thurs- Phillips Lake. Ill 42 12g39 J« 31.
home.
11 SO 12g46
6 89cil 84
afternoon with Mrs. R. A. Coggins, Holden.t
day
Brewer June.
12 09
Miss Helen M. Dunbar, of Chelsea,
1 05 5 89 11 58
to their several homes.
BANGOR, MC.| 12 16 1 10 7 Oft 11 M
adjourned
Mass., is spending the Easter vacation at
AM
AM
I P M
PM
Tramp.
April 5.
her home here.
Portland.I 4 % 5 40 12 60 4 60
Boston.| 7»j 9 06 ft 80 8 2A
William Farnham, who was called here
OTTER CREEK.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
by the illness and death of his sister, Mrs.
PM
Milton Walls and family have moved to
| A M | A M
8 00 9 CO
Boston.4 10 00
Ioia Eager, has returned to his position as Seal Harbor for
the season.
!
M
am
engineer of a steamer.
1 20.1 11
OOj 12 40
Hillard Wail has purchased a horse of Portland. AM
PMPM
AM
Rev. W. A. Hanscom preached bis last Arno
BANGOR.
1*00 19 9h 3 aft! 5 00
Cleaves, of Bar Harbor.
Brewer June.
ft 07
8 41;
10 37
ft M
sermon at Bethany chapel Bunday afterFlorentine Davis has moved his family Holden. 16 29 10 69 14 00 Jft 25
noon, before leaving to attend the annual to Seal Harbor for the season.
32
Phillips Lake. J6 36 111 07. 14 06-

ness.

MplRoffew.
goneiar nw*obo*t«»

SOUTH HANCOCK.
C. 8. Colwell recently spent
in Norway.

SOUTH SURRY.

Mrs. Clara Dunbar la able to leave her

It will be very gratitying to the many
Iriends ol Miss Nina Varnura to know
that she is improving alter her recent ill-

faithful member

otbor pugat

Friend is now able to sit op, and all hope
him out soon.
April 5.
Crumbs.

to see

room.

H. C. Perkins has started his steam mill.

in

saw

tat

NORTH CABTINE.

Mayo’* mill April 1. The He has a
large quantity ol logs which he
but fortuwas seriously damaged,
will saw into long lumber.
no onc waa injured.
itely
Capt. C. M. Perkins is home lor a lew
of Mra. Marshall Harden
Thc remain*
days while his vessel, the Carrie A. Buckfor
burial
and
tbe
here
tn brought
nam, is loading stone at Stonington.
tbe Baptist cburch
ml was held in
Capt. J. B. Sellers has gone to Stockton
4.
Mrs.
Harden
jnday afternoon, April
few years with her to take charge ol his vessel, the Mary Ann
,d spent the paet
which has been wintered there.
Massachusetts. She was a mi st McCann,
„„l,r

count* Aw.

Tor Additional

Capt. E. P. Sellers has returned trom
Rockland, where he purchased a new vessel, Tbe Circle.

vacation.

came

dog

An iron

COUNTY NEWS.

is

now

earn

if

Loan_aod Building Ass’i.

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay-

open.

ments, 81 per share*
PROCURED AND DEFENDED. 1Semi model,
drawing oi phot >.for« x)K-i mwh aniirree rejtort.
Free advice, how to obuun patents, trade marka,
copyrights, etc., |N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct -with Washington saves time,
money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
■.

Writ® or come to us at
•SS ninth Btrost, opp. Unltsd SUUa

_WASHINGTON,

P.

Patent OSes,

C._

WHY

PAY

when

RENT
can borrow on your
a first
mortgage ami
everv month?
Monthlv

yon

shares, give

reduce it

and interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now pay mg for
rent, and In about ten years vou
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplky. See’y,
First Nat’l Bauk BUlg.
A. W. King, President.

Maine Itfffustrles
The Tariff Battle
Cared For—Spring Victors.
It
Washington, April 6
(speclki;
loems as good as settled that the interests
of the palp and paper-making Industries
in Maine will be taken care of adequately
in the revision of the Payne tariff bill by
the Senate. The hattle has not been entirely fought out yet, but the indications
Senator Hale has been-actively
are clear.

quire

in

forming the lines

duties which

are

from Canadian

so

con-

He has enlisted the aid of other

tinued.

influential senaLodge and Senator Crane,
of Massachusetts, and Senator Aldrich, of
.Rhode Island. They will all stand by the
needs of Maine and New Hampshire, and
New

England

senators—

tors like Senator

every effort will be made in turn to secure
for Massachusetts certain advantages in
the matter of raw materials.

pulp and paper schedules adjusted to the satisfaction of Maine and
New Hampshire, there will be help forthcoming for Massachusetts in obtaining

law

With the

some

help

also in

retaining

which

passed,

closed out,

by

work

done

was

in

NORTH BROOKUS.

men

progressed sufficiently
far to make the provision for pulp and
paper in the bill, a9 it will be repotted to

followed this year.

ests were

The matter has

made upon

House.

or

it tee-rooms.

regarding

of uote

speeches

a

comm

The

Florentine

is

the

for

explaining

There is
and then

*no

neces-

voting

the

around taking valua-

Ralph K. Grant, loaded with
ry G. Allen A Son, for Boston,

Schooner

spring visitors from the third Congressional district continue to come, and
Representative Burleigh is becoming
fornia was promptly and effectively made something of a veteran in showing them
up soon after the Payne bill had been re- around the capitol, escorting them to the
ported. Senator Hale lost no tifne getting White House and doing the honors genethe senators and representatives from rally for high school parties. As a matter
those states together and the progress has of fact the high school tourists from New
been harmonious and determined.
England have exceeded all previous reThe officials of the pulp and paper mak- cords in the last two or three weeks, and
ing companies came on to Washington, Representative Burleigh is not alone in
with complete data for the information of finding bimself occupied with the pleasthe Senate finance committee, .and their ant duty of trying to make Maine stuThe dents at Washington feel at home. He
atatements were well presented.
fight will have to be made anew, of coarse, has had his picture taken with several of
on the floor of the Senate, and probably
the parties of Maine students, most of
in the conference of the two bouses.
So whom find it pleasant to congregate on
it is yet too early for any jubilation. the Capitol steps and have a group photoSenator Hale is paying special attention graph taken as a souvenir of their visit to
to the pulp and paper schedules; and will Washington.
not relax his vigilance till the last possiThere has come to be something of a
ble action in the shape of a finality has rivalry among the New England members
been taken.
of the House over persuading President
The Maine men in Congress are not do- Taft to receive the visiting high school
ing much talking on the tariff hill, al- students from their districts. The Presithough tariff talking is now very much dent is so busy these days, and the nnmthe style in Washington. In fact there is ber of the high school excursionists has
little else just now for a talking Congress- become so great, that he has bad to refuse
man to make a speech about. Soihe of the some requests to appear in the east room
Congressmen have to make tariff ‘speeches and shake hands.
to “square themselves" with their conTbe students from the third district,
stituents. The Maine men, of ‘course, do however, have fared very well, for Gov.
not have to do that sort of thing. Their } Burleigh’s
requests for receptions for
constituents know they are acting for the them have nearly all been honored. Ocsity

assessors were

children of Mrs. Nellie Grindle,
of West Sedgwick, are visiting George
Grindle and wife.

The

paper mills in
New
northern

pulp and

interest of the State.

7

Two

the Senate, fairly safe.

*

teaching No.

Friday.
George and Catharine Giles, of Sedgwick, visited John Gitea and wife Sunday.

being

representatives are hopeful that
results will be fairly satisfactory.

is

tion

The Maine senators

and

The case for the
Maine, New HampYork, Michigan.
shire,
Wisconsin, Washington, Oregon and Cali-

The

No

Maine's inter-

program

Hamilton

school.

the floor of Senate

same

the slate will be clean
Maine delegation is ready

that

back home.

to start

the schedules that would most encourage
the industries at home. Most ot that good

some-

so

the time the

suited the
Maine

lumber

passed out Sunday.
Thomas Learey was called to Chelsea.
Mass., Friday, by the death of his onlysister, Mary Learey.
On account of so much illness, the
j
Easter concert has been postponed until
■

evening, April 18.
I Sunday
Benjamin Spear wasTtaken suddenly ill
!
! Friday night, and for a time his life was
dispaired of, but he is now much better.

!

Louis A. Sherman has started a new in-

i

dustry here, manufacturing all kinds of
spirit compasses. Recently he organized
the North Brooklin Compass Co., to do all

j

kinds of compass work.

April

Xenophon.

5.

Keith’s Theatre. Boston.
For the first time since Keith's was
opened, the “continued*” performance
will be done away with, and instead two
shows will be given daily dnring the
spring and summer. Keith’s has been the
home of the “continuous" performance.
It was Mr. Keith’s original idea, and was
for many years confined exclusively to
the
Since
moving-picture
started, “continuous” has got
Mr. Keith still
an even wider popularity.
carries out his policy in his circuit of
moving-picture houses, and in Boston the
“continuous” according to the Keith
ideas, is a feature of the Bijou Dream, next
vaudeville.

craze was

casionally there has been a wait in the
east room till the President could get door to his big theatre.

3Ltmrrti*rmnU«.

Edward L Drummey,
21 77
Andrew M Moor,
70
Michael J Drummey,
295 K3
Poor.
Kle« trie light. B HAIR Power Co.
188 75
Eastern Me Ium Hospital, 180 32
j Insane,
Maine insane Hospital.
181 67
! Library.
K K Springer.
1812
Alexander .I Weaver,
16‘25
M A Hodgkins.
12 50
Fire dept.
Fred H Osgood,
43 44
Austin H Joy,
11 70
Ticonic Hose Co,
120 00
Judson A Austin,
25 00
Arthur L Frazier.
25 00
Wallace Raymond.
4500
Wm 11 Porarov.
45 oo
NE Tel A Tel Co.
4 52
John 11 Donovan,
8 00
Charles W Smith,
35 00
F B Aiken.
1 20
20 83
Suptofscha, P A A Killain,
Text-book.
C O Wormell,
4 70
Edward E Babb A Oo.
42 70
Schooltaouse, Morrison. Joy A Co,
147
Edward Haney,
5 00
Plantation No 8,
34 69
School,
Millard P Jordan,
5 50
5 00
Mvra K Cottle.
W W McCartney,
7 50
Clara I Carter,
20 00
Ernest D Giles.
15 75
5 00
Vasco K Carter.
Harold M Spillane.
5 00
Kdwrard Haney.
28 00
C E Alexander,
20 00
Harvard Jordan,
o 00 j
Walter Jordan,
2 50
7 50
Harry L Pio.
Andrew J Falls.
5 50;
8 50
Walter Carter.
8 00
High school. Willie Fr nklin,
Ernest D Giles,
60 00
C C McKenzie.
11 00 1
22 72
Contingent. Andrew M Moor,
M M Davis.
25 12
North Ells Farmers' club, 12 00
AW Austin.
2 00
A F Stock bridge,
5 18
B H A U R Power Co.
8 78
William B Whiting,
12 50
John F Royal.
2 00
2 00
Benjamin 8 Stevens,
John A Lord.
2 00
Delbert M Higgina,
2 00
Fred P Witham.
2 00
2 00
Henry S Adams.
2 00
Henry A Eppes,
Martin A Garland.
2 00
William K McGown,
2 00
Frank L Heath.
4 00
2 0b
George H Brooks,
illUm H True.
2 00
A Lertnond,
38 80
Hollis E Davis.
2 80
Hancock Co Pub Co,
8 00
48 05
Roy C Haines,
Charles M Wltbam.
2 50
A H Norria.
61 28
Edward P Lord.
28 75
S P Stock bridge,
17 50
Fred A Frazier,
60
2 00
Joseph 11 McGown.
2 00
George A Maddocks.
F B Aiken.
7 66
Milton Beckwith,
2 00
Austin Conary.
4 00
E K Brady.
2 00
Leslie W Jordan,
105 00
Austin H Joy.
76
Ernest D Giles.
1 00
28 37
Henry W Estey.
Martin M Moore.
18 17
Albert Garland,
25 26

1

8

#2.114
STUXKT

COMMISSIONER'S

HAINES PRIZE CONTEST.

TEACHlfcs' SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
High school.

THREE

PRIZES:

One

vote

the third

given

STANDING

largest number,

for

every

a

Couch.

cent

ANNOUNCED

of

trade.

WEEKLY.

SPECIMEN BALLOT GOOD FOR ONE VOTE:

committee

The Haines Prize Contest.
VOTE
|

»

For_

STANDING.
j

Emery,
Mrs. George Davis,
Mrs. Walter Bonsey,

1,898.
1,890.
1,647.

Mrs. A. I. Foss,
Mrs. C. S. Johnston,

1,640*
1,640.

oThAINES,

furniture:,
Street,

highways.

The board discussed the
feasibility of
giving the hoard of assessors a longer
time in which to complete the tax assessment, suggesting that the date for commitment to the collector be June 15 instead of June 1.
Aid. 8mall was made a
committee of one to confer with the board
of assessors in regard to the matter, and
also with regard to the employment of a
clerk by the board to facilitate the work.
The board discussed the advisability of
passing an ordinance requiring the street
commissioner to go over all the roads of
the city personally at least once a month
or once in two months, but no definite
action was taken.

Adjourned.
MOUTH
Miss

Main

a

few

Bowden, of Brooksville,
days last week with friends

Miss Flora L. Bowden, of Hull, Mass.,
is spending her Easter recess at her home

Ellsworth.

OF THE

Maggie Matthews is

KIVEK.
ill.

Miss Beatrice Pratt is visiting her
cousin. Misa Linda Pratt.
Albert Fullerton and Leon Swett visited
George Ray and wile at Bartlett’s iBland

recently.

Mrs. Amanda Ray was called to Bar
Harbor recently by the illness ol her sister, Mrs. Winneld Milliken.
M i ldred Fullerton entertained a party of
her little friends March
30, her eleventh
birthday. Refreshments were served.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
School opened
Monday. Miss Myra
or
North Hancock, is teacher.
springer,
Mr*. Mary Blaisdell, of
Ellsworth, who
ha* been keeping house for William
Kellen for some time, ha* returned home.

steadily.

tndnced through an advertise
taho Perutia.
I have
one bottle and feel a great
di<T»r>'se»
In my condition. I intend
tocontino*
taking Peruna until entirely eared*
—Mr. James Pepper, Oardingtnn, old*.
"I

here.

in Camden.
5.

;

J

was

meat

Mrs. L. J. Hooper, Mrs. Warren Beedle
and
son Llewellyn are visiting friends

April

WAS troubled • good deal
wit*
stomach trouble, which grew
won*

**T
1

here.

Sim.

SEAL HARBOR.

keeping

Mr. Henry G. Skeet, Carm-l am) jslw
St., No. 1006, San Luis Obispo, Cal
writes- “I had catarrh of tho
siotnae*
so I could not digest
anything that was
cooked.
"I took Peruna and now I can eat
anything. I have great faith In Peruna,
as I was troubled so much, and the :■*.
tors could not help me any.
It It *
great blesatng to ma to be able to wait
and eat and aleep,

house.

Miss Inez Liscomb has returned
Somesville to attend the high school.

to

A. E. Clement has resumed work on the
Hanna job. John Gatcomb is foreman.

Miaa Phyllis Macomber was home for a
vacation from the Ellsworth high
school.
week's

Margaret Campbell, who has been
tending school at Portland, is home
Easter

the

to

Chronic Stomach Trouble.

Merrill Taylor and wife have gone to

atfor

"I had been troubled for fifteen yean,
I am well and atrong again, and I hart
l)r. Hartman to thank for It."

recess.

Mrs. Etta Cummings returned home
with her father last week. She has beep
at Mt. Desert Ferry caring
for him
through his illness of grip.
Malvina. 1
April 5.

Cm haw Cat Anythin*.

Mr. J. W. Pritchard, Columbia
City,
Ind., writes: “I have been cured of c*.
larrh of the etomach by Peruna. (
could hardly aat anything that agreed
BASS HARBOR.
with me. Before I would get half
Herbert Thurston has gone to New, through
my meal my stomach would
York on business.
Oil with gas, canaing me much dlatre*
Helen and Barron Wstson leave to-day
and unpleasant feelings. But, thank*
to resume their studies at Kent’s Hill.
to yonr Peruna, I am now
completely
and eaa aat anything l want"
Caspar V. Tanner has gone to Portland cured,
to join his vessel, the Margery Turner.
ernment employ, and for the past eleven
Guy Parker has moved into Henry
had been located in Washington.
Albee’s house. He has leased it for three
e 1* survived by three brothers and two
aisters. It was Mr. Ray’S intention to
years.
the coming summer in Hancock
Win Murphy and w ife are home from apend
county.
where
have
the
Rockland,
they
spent
|
WEST 8TONINGTON.
winter.

San

Edward Johnson is at the lieachfori
few days.

Frances Murphy and Edna Benson have
returned to Hebron academy. They will
graduate in June.
Y. Z.
April 5.

Tilden Fifleld has been suffering silk
abscess on bis band.

an

Miss Margaret Hinckley and Hugh
Barbour were in Rockland Saturday.

v

Charles A. Ray, a native of this town,
died suddenly of heart failure at his home
in Washington, D. C., on Saturday, April
3.
His wife and two children were with
him.
Deceased was born in Brooksville,
the son of Benjamin Rea. He spent his :
boyhood in Sedgwick, and when a young (
man went to Texas.
He married Annie
P. Miles, of Paris, Tex., Dec. 19, 1877. I
For thirty-four years he had been in gov- 1

Miss Hazel.Stinson is in the central office at Stonington as chief operator and
Mias Laura Greenlaw as relief operator.

[

Fund.

Mrs. Charles Bray and Mrs. I hark#
By rant, of Sontb Deer Isle, visited Mn.
Bryant’s parents, Greel.v Small and wik,
recently.
April 5.Men.

CITY AIDJTOR’8 REPORT,
After charging off rolla and orders pasted March 1,1909.
Warrants
Total
Appropri- Sundry
fion.
credits.
credits.
drawn.

Contingent.
Highway.

#6,000

*1.31687

258 32
58 25

4,3*1®
1,44178
664 42

Sidewalk

4.600
1.500

Bridge.
Rock crushing.

500

500 00

1,000

1,00000

754

7M 00

335 58
519 06

3368 38

296 83

State road

City

8 38
17 52

poor.

3350

Insane.
City schools.
High school.
Text-book.

1,000
4,500
2,390

School house.

Supt. of schools.

500
1,200

27 21

2,000

33 37
263 28

(

1,017 62
141 01

3,043 91

4 20

600

600 00

5 90

4.®8®
3.W9 71
59419

500

500

33 33

l83*

59 25
175 85

2.457 52

39 50

1,02378

188 75

2,666 45

87

*39,424 75

743 91

00

City library.

800

Interest.

3,600

City

2,000
2.266

590 20

59

54 50

113 50

-250

7 25

1,500 00
257 25

(41,478

(1,745 62

wster.

Electric light.
Perpt. care cem. lots...
West side rond.
Hose.

34 34

4 300 00

527 21
1,300 00
2,633 37
1.063 28
3,600 00
2,000 00
2,865 20

Police.
Fire department.

Bol.

43

(1,683

(6,000 00
4.600 00
1,500 00

1,500

(42,'223

_

(3,798

62

TAX COIXBCTOR'8 ACCOUNTS.

I'ncollected
last report.

(9,626

Hal.vntoi

Col. since
last

10

report.

f9'®6*;
“r®

32

602 90

7.626 14

1908

Totals.

(17,855

quired bond.

Mrs. W. F.

ROY

on

dal storehouse from the wharf to the lot
at C. W. Orindal's home on
Franklin
street, Mr. Johnston to furnish the re-

Address

PRESENT

Miss Grace
spent

Request of residents on the west side of
the river for a public dump more convenient to them than the one on the
Stabawl road, was referred to Aid. Small.
Totals,
Complaint of a nuisance caused by the j
congregation of doves between the Ameri- j
can
house and the
former Abenaquis >
club building was discussed. The board
Tax.
thought it not within the province of the
city officials to take action in the matter. 1899-1904
C. 8. Johnston was granted
permission 1907
to move the building known as the Orin-

A

OXB

ness.

OTHER BUSINESS.

x;

obtaining

Hon. H. W. Sargent and Arthur H. Sargent were in Boston last week on busi-

j

#157 A3

A list of street lights out during the
month was reported by Night Officer
Drummey\ and referred to committee on
electric lighting.
L F. Giles, on behalf of the Main street
branch of the Village improvement society,
asked for the continuation of the concrete
walk on the north side of Main street,
from Oak street to the railroad. The
society agrees to contribute |200 toward the expense. The present plank
walk
in
is
bad
condition, and
must be rebuilt anyway. The
building of a concrete walk would complete
these walks on both sides of Main street
from the railroad to postoffice square.
Col. John F. Whitcomb also
spoke in
favor of the walk, and urged the city government to give the matter earnest consideration, and report to the Village improvement society. This the board promised to do.
Aid. Hamilton called attention to the
condition of Branch pond bridge, which
he said was dangerous
for passage of
teams. The matter was referred to the

receiving the largest number of votes, a New Royal Sewwill
be given.
ing Machine
To the person polling the second largest number of votes, a Solid Oak
To the person,

ton to

BROOKS VI LLE.

1141

#288 00
137 77

summer.

Billings left Thursday for Bosjoin the steamer City of Rockland.

Charles

#146 22

T. E. Hale submitted his first monthly
report as auditor, showing the standing J
of the several funds, and tax statement,
after rolls passed last month had been
charged off. The report was accepted and
ordered
placed on file. The report is
printed elsewhere in this issue.

To the person

Sideboard.

otHor pay*

__X.

41

9622 77

5-MAY 29.

turned to their cottage for the

ROLLS.

Highways.
Sidewalks.

ARRIL

too

SARaENTVlLJ.fcT

FIRST MONTHLY REPORT OF

_

the
Pine Tree
in Congress worked effectively togther for

duty upon shoes, even though
the West would take all the duty off shoes,
if the hides therefor are to come in free.
thing of

well

so

state, all six of

manufacture of shoes

free hides for the
and

was

County Nona

#*r additional

AUDITOR SUBMITTED.
Capt. John Bennett left last week for
Representative Burleigh has bean directing a tittle Congressional honaeclean- CONORBTR WALK ON MAIN flTRRBT j Boaton.
William Higgins left Wednesday for
ing, a* the spring appears. Every year
FROM OAK STREET TO RAILROAD
there is a quota of government publicaPortland.
A8KRD FOR—ROLLS OF
tions. These the governor has been havMrs. C. L. Babaon is at Eggemoggin for
ACCOUNTS.
ing sent out to constituents whom be
a few days.
thought might be interested in reading
Horace Eaton is the guest of friends in
A recessed and regular meeting of the
matter of the character in band. Then he
Auburndale, Mass.
has been looking out that the consign- ! city government was held Monday even1
Dr. W. L. France and wife have rements of seeds be speeded to the different mg. Mayor 9imonton presiding; Aid.
turned to their home here.
towns and cities of the district and clean- ! Stock bridge, Estey, Hamilton and Small
Harold Dow, of North Brooksville, spent
ing up lots of odds and ends of business present.
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
that have been accumulating during the
Saturday at Starboard Watch.
ROLL or ACCOUNTS NO. 2.
winter.
Miss Carrie Jordan, who has been emFund.
Xante.
Amount.
Numerous old matters that have been Police,
#15 82 ployed at West Brooklin, is at home.
Eugene O Brann,
23 28
Simeon C Fuller.
banging Are at the departments are being
H. J. Lymburncr and family have re23 38
Engine P Warren.

The Maine woolen manufacturers are
having an inning here this week. Some
of their officials have been here before the
ways and means committee, and were in
conference with Representative Burleigh
and others about the situation and the
prospects. They are making their final
appeal this week before the finance committee, and Senator Hale is going to try
to help them out some in gettiug changes
in the duties on wool.
Twelve years ago, when the Pingley

Maine

COUNTY NEWS.

CITY MEETING.

ance.

speeches.

hear the

that the

needed to protect
competition can be

it.

“Uncle John” Swasey, of the second
district, got under way for a while the
other day, but he is a new man and wanted
to see how it seemed to make a speech in
the hall of the House. He gave a very interesting talk and bad a good audience^
considering that only about forty or fifty
members stay in the ^ouse these days to

—

engaged

•way from hi* visitors, hot hia courtesy
in receiving the Maine stodents always
compensated for the delay in hia appear-

other way because the Hooee leaders
think the best interests of the party re-

FROM WASHINGTON.

6'886_
tC.l23®

(730 37

36

37

(730
T. E. Hale, Auditor.

'ShhrrtiafTnntta.

Not

Drop

a

of

AlcoSiol

“tonic”? A medicine that increases the strength
of the whole system. What is an "alterative
A medicine that alters or changes unhealthy action to
healthy action. Name the best “tonic and alterative
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the only Sarsaparilla entirely free from
alcohol. Ask your own doctor all about it. Never takea
medicine doctors cannot endorse.
J.C.AuerC^TCcu 'l.^asL
What is

a

or tone

Without daily action of the bowels poisonous products must be absorbed. TIk n
Ask your doctor about Ayer’s Pills for coitsWp»

Impure blood, biliousness, headache.

HOW WELL YOU LOOK—
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking well. Th®
true “L F.
At weed’a Bitters are the one remedy that yo*
always depend on to keep stomach* liver and bowels in Pe
at deai
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle
West Lubec, Me.
1 would advise
every
their home. For sick
all that it claim, to be.’*
In

>

family to Veep the *L F.’ Atweed'a
headache, it is a valuable remedy.

11

—Nika B. Ramsdsi*

*•

_

